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Trinity Marches For
Marriott Neutrality
sporadic, they cannot get a second job."
In the Spring of 1994
Shouts of "We pay, we Marriott workers attempted to
say," and "Six bucks sucks" ech- organize and gain union repreoed through Mather Hall, Cook sentation. The results were less
Arch and along the Long Walk than successful. The two most
during a rally to support prominent supporters of the
Marriott employees this past unionization were fired. VisitFriday.
ing Alumni Kathleen Sauer was
A collection of nearly two there in 1994, and says she hopes
hundred students, faculty, and to "play whatever role I can"
Marriott workers gathered on over the Homecoming weekend.
Many people viewed early
the Cave patio to demand
Marriott neutrality in the efforts as too little, too soon.
worker's long battle for union- Now, "the issue has been cooking for a long time," suggests
ization.
The rally, organized by Professor Fred Pfeil of the EnGaia DiLoreto '96, Sharon glish Department. "[In 1994],
Fernandes '96 and Matthew there were no attempts to atGeertsma '98, came together af- tract students' support." This
ter a local union representative time, he says, with students orspoke in Professor Steve ganizing themselves, there may
Valocchi's Social Class and Mo- be a chance to "create a climate
bility seminar. Laura Moye, of of security and safety for the
Local 217, spoke about past re- workers to pursue unionizalations between Marriott and tion."
Trinity, and past efforts to orgaThe purpose of the rally
nize.
was to demand that Marriott
"Something about it struck management remain neutral m
me as wrong," states Fernandes. the employees attempts to ex"These workers earn six dollars plore the benefits of unionizaan hour, and their hours are so tion. Rally supporters chanted,
BY VANA PIETRONIRO
News Writer

They Vote 8-15-1 In Sadik-Khan's Favor

Trinity alunmi show up in force for the Bantams football game against Wesleyan.
See the Tripod's two page spread of homecoming on pages twelve and thirteen.
"Hey, Ho, Union Busrin's Gotta
Go!" The wrong being done,
argues Fernandes, is that workers are still being intimidated.

MORGAN RESSEL

College Plans Center
gious Studies

'ddnH "expect t h e m w o r f | ! % ^
erything and follow [the
rally]...Ifs their liveswe'replay- BY JENNIFER ALSPACH

ments, institutions and ideas
play in the contemporary world;
[and] to examine the tensions
LastFriday, PresidentEvan between religious and secular
Dobelle and five faculty mem- values, and the impact of relibers returned from a five day gious beliefs on politics, family
trip to Jerusalem. The delega- life, gender roles and the develtionfromTrinity attended acon- opment of civic culture." The
either behalf.
ference at the Hebrew Jerusalem trip was a particuJason Cinco tti '96 asked the
University's James Shasha In- larly opportune time for the ansenate to look at Sadik-Khan's
stitute for International Semi- nouncement because Dobelle
campaign promises. "I speak as
nars to discuss fundamentalism envisions theCenter to continue
a humble student and having
and democracy in the Middle the type of dialogue and scholserved on the student governEast. The only other American arship which the Trinity delegament last year. This year, I have
school to participate was George tion observed at the conference.
the feeling that SGA is doing
The President feels that a center
Washington University.
something. And I think Karim
In addition to the confer- of this type belongs at Trinity
stands as a figurehead for that."
ence, President Dobelle used the College because "the complex
To contrast Cincotti's posivisit to unveil Trinity's plans for interplay of religion and public
tive remarks, Adrienne Stone '96
the Trinity College Center for life is critically important to
said, "What's more at question
the Study of Religion in Public thoughtful people, no matter
is how Karim has been running
Life. According to Dean of the what their particular faith or
the meetings."
Faculty Henry DePhilips; the whether they are religious or
"This whole process is the purpose of Trinity's Center is to secular in outlook."
biggest waste of time," said Jon create a "nonsectarian, non-parThe money to fund this
Golas '96, pointing the number tisan center to advance knowlproject will come entirely from
of hours logged into discussion edge and understanding of the
outside sources. It is reported
of the entire impeachment and varied roles that religious movecontinued on page 6
vote of confidence. "He didn't
want to appoint a parliamentarian because he knew it would
slow things down. But apparently some people would like to
argue aboutparliamentary proSports:
cedure."
Homecoming Victory over Wesleyan
Kenneth Pouch '96 suggested, "Any question of lack of
Winter Previews
productivity should be seen as a
group problem; it's not just one
person's."
Features:
Pointing to Sadik-Khan's
Alumni reflections
campaign promise that student
A Portrait of the Artist
body president would not appear onhis resume, Ken Halberg
'96 asked, "Why would he need
it? He's Phi Beta Kappa. He's
the econ fellow."
Arts:
Returning to the issue of
Michelle Carrier at Zion Gallery
communication, Ben Russo '97
pointed to an incident which
Lisa Loeb
occurred last week in SLRC, as
continued on page 7

Managing Editor

SGA Votes Against Impeachment
BYANNEMARIEPEIL
Publisher

The Student Government
Association, in an 8-15-1 vote,
decided not to impeach President Karim Sadik-Khan '96 at
their Senate meeting last night.
This came despite last week's
187o confidence vote.
While there was a motion
to impeach Sadik-Khan last
week, according to the SGA constitution any motion for impeachment must go before the
steering board. Sunday night,
the steering board voted unanimously (6-0) for impeachment,
which resulted in the matter
being brought before the entire
senate.
Ian Sample '97, sponsor of
the motion, laid the foundation
for where he saw the center of
thedebate: "Itisaboutthebreakdown of communication; it is
about his ability to run meetings; it is not about cheaper
Snapple or condom machines in
Mather; it is not whether we like
him or dislike him; the debate is
about whether SGA would run
better without Karim."
Sample pointed to two lines
of the duties of the president, as
outlined in the Student Government constitution: "The individual who is President of the
SGA shall preside at all meeting
of the SGA and at all meeting of
the Steering Board (and shall)
be responsible for the smooth
running of student government
at Trinity College."

MORGAN R.SSEL

Karim looks contemplative at
Monday's meeting.
Speaking in his own defense, Sadik-Khan noted his accomplishments thus: keeping
his campaign promises of lowering Snappleprices and reforming the SGA body, bringing
condom machines, and replacing the Lifestyles in the infirmary withbetter condoms. "All
of that and we're not at Thanksgiving!"
To the substance of the attack against his credibility,
Sadik-Khan asked, "Out of the
seventeen [responsibilities of the
president] this is the basis of my
impeachment?"
He admitted, "The only real
charge is that I've offended
people." He then extended an
apology to Michael Nardelli '97,
Matthew Cini '96, and Jonathan
Epstein'97. But he added, "Outside of these meetings, the first
amendment holds," emphasizing his right to hold his own
opinions.
A speaker list was then
drawn for people to speak on

Inside The Tripod

continued on page S
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Will He Really Listen?
o IMPEACH is to "charge with malfeasance in office before a
proper tribunal [or] to challenge or discredit; attack; degrade." The governmentof the Trinity College studentbody
voted upon whether or not to impeach their president last night.
While hundreds of students clamored around the tables of the student
government to find out the results of the Judicial Committee vote, the
'main event' as the president called it, was the impeachment discussion.
The student government, after much deliberation, came to the
decision that the current president had performed his job adequately
enough to remain president This was surprising to many, disappointing to others and unbearable by a few. One representative has
already resigned because of the president. Many feel that the president does not care about his governing body or the students they
work for. They can see evidence of as much in last week's Tripod.
Few doubt the president's capability to hold his office. However,
many have questioned his performance thus far, and suggest that his
ignorance of his position's responsibilities have greatly effected the
proceedings of SG A meetings. To be the head of a governing body is
a privilege and an honor. To be unfamiliar with the rules of order
shows a lack of respect for the student government. To carry a sledge
hammer as a gavel is arrogant. To verbally disrespect parliamentarians and the student body is simply uncalled for.
Some may say the president is unorthodox. Others may say that
this is just his way of getting things done. Still others question what
it is he has done. The fact thathe was not removed from office is a good
indication that there are those who think the president is on the right
track. There were twice as many votes not to impeach the president
as there were to impeach him. However, the fact that a vote of
confidence was raised in the first place indicates dissatisfaction with
the state of affairs in the student government.
In his phone message to the student body, the president is appreciative and thankful for all who supported him. Perhaps he can
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the American code of separation of
church and state, the local, state, and
federal institutions have become secular
Since the arrival of countless reli- by considering that the present well-begious disssenters from the European con- ing of mankind should predominate over
tinent in the early seventeenth century, the religious views in civil affairs and
the United States has changed quite dras- education.
Thus, the United States has placed
tically in a variety of ways. Upon the
dockingofanEnglishship^fceMfly/Zower, the morals and ethics of the church bein a Massachusetts harbor, the Pilgrims low or behind all others. In comparison
composed a document that established a to seventeenth century Puritan society,
government which focused on religion. twentieth century American civilization
Following the event, another group focuses on its male and female leaders
desiring religious freedom landed on the for support and guidance, rather than
Massachusetts' shoreline. The devout God. Due to this modern focus, the
Puritans also wished to create the perfect standard morals and ethics of the Purisociety, where church and state were tan settlement and religious organizainseparable. Centering their lives as well tions are insignificant in today's world.
Recently, educational systems and
organizations, such as the Boy Scouts of
Due to the American code America, have been challenged in their
of separation of church and recognition of God. The verbal content
of common sayings and pledges are scrustate, the local, state, and tinized for their use of the
word, "God."Many of these learned
federal institutions have
items have been passed down from genbecome secular by consider- eration to generation in the United States.
Currently, the Pledge of Allegiance is
ing that the present wellboycotted by students and parents due
to word choice.
being of mankind should
If these situations continue, the writpredominate over the reli- ten history
of the United States will be
gious views in civil affairs non-existent because the founding fathers of the American nation recognized
and education.
their faith and honored God. This lack of
emphasis on religious beliefs and imporas their entire society on their religious tance with the educational system could
and will result in the deterioration of the
beliefs, this sect formed a theocracy.
Throughout the past centuries, the American society.
Although the United States has reUnited States has ended its association
with the church and has become a secu- mained quite die same geographically, it
1"' nation. Through these actions, the has lost the richness and the uniqueness
V« ople of the United States haye lost of its ideology and philosophy. As the
BY KERRY A. MCKEVITT
Opinion Writer

elf, is now a "godless" nation due to
I i separation of church and state and
1
• lack of emphasis on rehgous prac'i as.
Unlike the first governments of the
lonies in the United States, the current
vernmental system has separated itIf from all existing churches. Due to
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ries of tho past's religious significance
linger. The rejection of religion in American culture has stained the former image
of the United Sta tes and has demoralized
its people. Through separation of church
and state and by lack of emphasis on
religious practices, the United States has,
in fact, become a "godless" nation.
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Stop The Myth: It Is Time To
Put Women And Children First

High Rise Resident Upset About Unfair
Treatment Concerning Stolen Items

BY JEFFREY J. PYLE '97

To the Editor:

OPinion Writer

"

"In seven years we will balance the
budget and save the country and save
the next generation."
This was the Orwellian quote from
Representative John R. Kasich of Ohio
two weeks ago upon the passage of the
"Budget Reconciliation Bill," one of the
most anti-child measures the House has
passed in recent memory. If made into a
law, the bill would put an unceremonious end to the federal government's sixtyyear commitment to providing subsistence payments for our nation's poorest
children.
Under the bill, funding for the federal program which now provides such
relief, called Aid to Families with DependentChildren (AFDC), would be severely
cut. The federal government would instead give states smaller payments and

government's major welfareprogram has
been transitory...."
According to Schwarz, having very
young children to care for is often a crucial factor in staying on welfare. One
study calculated that 75 percent of all
AFDC cases close within three years. In
slashing AFDC funding without establishing an adequate system of statefunded day care, the conservatives in
Congress are asking an impossible task
of poor single women.
The bill's misogyny is even more
transparent when one considers the
House version's denial of welfare assistance to teenage mothers. True, the statis tics on teenage childbearing are shocking and terrible. But it is absurd to think
that smaller welfare payments will deter
teenagers from having sex. In fact, the
birthrate among teenage mothers fell by
a quarter between 1964 and 1980, when
antipoverty spending was at its highest.

Since the Reagan years, politicians have gained support
for such measures by railing against the mythic "welfare
queens" of incredible laziness, supposedly bear children
for the sole purpose of collecting more welfare.
allow them to decide who gets what
benefits.
According to the Department of
Health and Human Services, the bill
would push 1.1 million children into
poverty.
To be sure, balancing the budget is a
worthy goal for Congress to undertake.
The Reagan era left us with a $4 trillion
debt that put our government in a financial straitjacket. But the Republican solution is to abandon the very people who
can least jttord to bo left behind while
giving tax breaks to the very rich. The
bill is a return to the Social Darwinism of
the 1890's.
Since the Reagan years, politicians
have gained support for such measures
by railing against the mythic "welfare
queens" of incredible laziness, supposedly bear children for the sole purpose of
collecting more welfare. Usually of a
minority persuasion, they allegedly ride
around with their offspring in new cars
and cash their food stamps at fancy restaurants. Welfare recipients, so the popular "wisdom" goes, have no incentive to
work because the government is throwing lavish amounts of money at them.
As John E. Schwarz points out in his
book, America's Hidden Success, the facts

of the AFDC belie the "welfare queen"
myth. "The work ethic continues to prevail in the United States. For the majority
of AFDC recipients, the use of the federal

The rate rose in the late 1980s and early
90s, when AFDC benefits fell.
Republican congressmen know that
a far more effective approach to ending
teen pregnancy is through education
campaigns among young women and
men promoting abstinence or safe sex.
The measure is meanness, pure and
simple.
But the most pernicious aspects of
the bill are its effects on poor children. It
will force them into hunger and malnutrition al an early age, impairing their
physical devmopmerit.''R&e&>irisita&
have proven the unsurprising fact that
when children haven't eaten all day, they
have difficulty concentrating on their
schoolwork.
Even worse than its material effects,
thebill will ca use more despair and hopelessness in inner city children. When
poor children lose hope, they turn to
drugs and crime.
Perhaps there are aspects of the
American welfare bureaucracy thatneed
reform. The country is a very different
place than it was in 1935, when AFDC
was formed. But as Franklin Delano
Roosevelt put it, "Better the occasional
faults of a government that lives in a
spirit of charity than the constant omissions of a government frozen in the ice of
its own indifference."
Our problem is that we just don't
care anymore.
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than anything, this episode demonstrates a failing on behalf of Campus
This is a copy of a letter I sent to the Safety. I simply do not feel that the
Director of Residential Life, Sarah Neill. residents of High Rise should be made
Dear Ms. Neill,
to pay for this failing.
1 am writing in response to the
Even if a Trinity student was rememo you sent to residents of High Rise sponsible for the thefts, there is no way
Dormitory on November 10, 1995. I to restrict the blame simply to High Rise
thank you for the notification, yet in no residents — simply put, all students
way do I feel that the residents of High have access to High Rise via their ID
Rise should incur the cost of (as you put cards.
it) the "Loss of Television, VCR and
This also applies to the Bulletin
Damage to Cart." The fact that you use Boards and Graffiti. How can you justify billing only the residents of High
Basically, you are preying Rise, when on weekends the dorm becomes virtually the center of social life
on the apathy of a fairly
on campus?
I hope you will reconsider your
affluent group of students
position on this matter. While this ini- while not recognizing
tial fee of $9.68 is not staggering, it is the
principle
that matters. Basically, you
the larger issues at hand.
are preying on the apathy of a fairly
There needs to be an inaffluent group of students — while not
the larger issues at hand.
creased presence of Cam- recognizing
There needs to bean increased prespus Safety in the High Rise ence of Campus Safety in the High Rise
lobby. After all, if outsiders can easily
lobby.
gain access to High Rise and steal such
items, what will stop them from moving beyond the lounge and into the
the word "Loss" is significant, because residential hallways?
Furthermore, you leave the resii t does not refl ect rea lity—in fact, the TV
dents with the burden of finding the
and the VCR were stolen.
Furthermore,itwasmostlikelysto- individuals responsible, when in fact,
len by external intruders. Given the this should be the duty of the Hartford
proximity of WRTC to the frontdoor of Police.
Thank you for your time in considHigh Rise (an operation that brings in
dozens of outsiders to campus at late ering this letter.
hours), it is highly likely that any one
Sincerely,
with patience could wait for the door to
be opened by a passing student. More
John Dugan '96, High Rise resident
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Stressful For Sophomores
BYDANAPROYECT
Opinion Editor

This time of the year seems to be the
hardest on sophomore students. There
are several reasons for this stress. Of
course/ there is always social stress.
Sophomores are still trying to find their
individual social niche at Trinity. But
aside from social issues, as important as
they may be, this is the time of year when
we choose classes for next semester.
Since a significant number of classes
will count toward a student's chosen
major the process becomes a critical factor in a sophomore's college career path.
Most sophomores still have no idea what

Most sophomores still have
no idea what they want to
major in so naturally picking classes for a nonexistent major is not the easiest
thing to do.
they want to major in. Naturally picking
classes for a nonexistent major is not the
easiest thing to do. Also, because a major
has not yet been declared, more than
likely, the confused sophomore has only
a temporary advisor to do the basic guiding, advising and general hand holding.
Although freshmen may be just as
confused and find the whole process just
as intimidating, the course selection exercise is just not the same. Sure, for
freshmen the college experience is perplexing but it is also an exciting adventure (at least for the first month or so).
Juniors, of course, have it made. By
junior year, students have already declared a major and therefore know ex-

actly what courses to take to fulfill the
requirements for that major. They also
have an advisor in the field of their major
(presumably extremely knowledgeable
in that area). The junior may have done
or may be doing an internship cementing the decision of the field of choice.
Also, junior year many students are
studying abroad for a semester, alleviating some of the Trinity academic stress.
Seniors are completing courses for
their major and have no real options as to
what courses to take. They are planning
their future by applying to graduate
schools and seeking out job opportunities. Advisors are advising on the application process and writing recommendations for the student. Seniors may
argue that they have just as hard a time
planning for the rest of their life as do
sophomores. However, they have the
same advantage as do juniors over sophomores. They are getting the direction
and guidance that sophomores lack.
The Career Counseling Center appreciates that there is a need for guiding
of sophomores. They have had two sessions of the Sophomore Starter Seminar
to help with career options after graduation and give ideas for summer jobs and
internships. The Seminar helps sophomores plan their futures.
Even if you missed the help sessions
its probably a good idea for all lost and
confused sophomore souls to go to the
Career Counseling Office and the Internship Office. These offices are great information resources that we should take
full advantage of. Hopefully, by figuring out attractive potential careers or
interesting internships, selecting classes
may be a less stressful experience and
sophomores can get on with planning
our spring vacations.
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Students' Concerns About Marriott
Unionization Addressed By President

Student Supports Unionization Of
Marriott Employees At Trinity
BY G AIA DILORETO J96
Opinion Writer

Thank you to everyone who
showed their support for the Campaign for Marriott Neutrality by signing the petition and joining the rally
on Friday. As of the last count, we
have secured the signatures of over
half the student body. The n umber of
students, professors, and other members of the Trinity College community
who participated in the march on all

As long as there is no attempt to
President Dob elle responded by
e-mail to students' concerns regard- disrupt or interfere with the normal
ing the unionization of Marriott activities of the College or the memworkers. The following is the bers of the College community, we
do not intend to become involved in
President's response:
"I deeply appreciated the con- any matters related to union reprecern of our student body, when 75 or sentation of Marriott employees who
more students, a t my invitation, came work on Trinity's campus.
by my office after expressing their
Our single interest in this matconcern for Marriott employees ter is, as a matter of principle, the
around the campus.
dignity of all people who work on
Trinity College respects the de- our campus. Whether the interests
cision of any employee covered by of Marriott employees at Trinity in
laws relating to collective bargain- the areas of salary, schedule and
ing to participate in lawful union benefits can best be served by
organizing activities or to refrain Marriott or by the union is a decision that rests with the workers
from such activities.
The College neither supports themselves, not with the College. It
nor opposes unionization among is our role, responsibility and comMarriott workers, as this is a matter mitment to allow the decision proto be resolved among those cess to go forward without interference."
emloyees, Marriott and the union.

commitment to allow the decisionprocess to go forward without interference." The last two words in this
statementmade by President Dobelle
are crucial in understanding our goal.
Trie 'interference' that he speaks of is
one with which we are concerned
with as well. Our aim is to prevent a
repeat of what happened two years
ago. Threats to job security, cutting
back hours, and other intimidation
tactics on the part of Marriott management and administration are un-

We have not asked the College to support a union,
rather, we have asked the College to ensure that the.
rights of Marriott employees who are considering a
union not be infringed upon.
Marriott Food Service locations on
campus, as well as Marriott administrative offices and the President's Office, signifies thar we are not willing to
allow injustices to continue on mis
campus.
This move, to create a safe environment in which Marriott employees
can unionize, has notbeen sufficiently
addressed. In a campus wide e-mail,
President Dobelle responded to the
concern of Marriott employees and
their decision to choose a union ornot.
"The College neither supports nor
opposes unionization among Marriott
workers, as this is a matter to be resolved among those employees,
Marriott and the union." We have not
asked the College to support a union.
Instead, we have asked the College to
ensure that the rights of Marriott em,..plqyees,wtiQ.ar«
"It Is our mle, responsibility and

acceptable. We have called upon the
College to actively pursue pending
problems such as these as an act of
fairness to the employees we- all say
we so deeply care about.
The problem is inherent in the
system. Managers have far more
power and control over the jobs of the
employees then any other party involved. The union is providing the
resources and the organization
through which employees can organize to create a relationship of collective bargaining. The union does not'
have apower relationship in which it
can intimidate others.
Once again, as supported by over
half the student body:
We, the undersigned members
' of the Trinity College community eall
. on the facult-'-"'-^'^^-^^^'--^- !
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Nardelli Resigns From SGA
To The Student Government Steering
Board

ship of someone who doesn't care about
the Student Government, thus doesn't
care about the students of Trinity ColMuch to my dismay, I feel obligated lege. As a result, I am morally obligated
to offer this letter of resignation due to to resign my position as a student reprelast evening's events. I ha ve been a dedi- sentative on the Student Government
cated member of the Trinity College Stu- Association. President Sadik-Khan
dent Government for nearly six semes- stated, "Now I know who's with me,
ters. I have been productive and accom- who's against me. The same old jokers.
plished things for the good of the stu- The Michael Nardelli's, the Kerri
dents of Trinity College. I have had Mullen's, the Annette Fernandez's. I will
complete faith in my former presidents do everything in my power to stop
which I have served. Unfortunately, them" (Trinity Tripod,November7,1995).
I have little faith in the current leader- To this statement, I say this: President
ship of the Senate. President Sadik-Khan Sadik-Khan—you have won this battle,
stated that he didn't care about the because I refuse to play this game any
Student Government Association. My -longer. You have successfully ridden

mil
Government, thus the students of Trinity College. I refuse to follow the leader-

union organizing.

Respectfully Submitted,
Michael Nardelli '97
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Presidential Race 1996
GENERAL POWELL CALLS A RETREAT: Who Does it Help ?
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Senior Editor

General Colin Powell declined to enter the presidential
race thispast Wednesday claiming that his heart was not in it
and he expressed concern over
his own safety. He also said that
his family urged him not to enter the race^
Powell also joined the Republican party but criticized
G.O.P. leaders for being too
harsh and out of step with the
American public.
Instantly all of the leading
contenders for the G.O.P. nomination claimed that Powell's
withdrawal helped them out
considerably and the candidates
also praised the general lavishly.
Still, despite the vast rhetoric, Powell's withdrawal helps
some of the G.O.P. candidates
but hurts others.
Bob Dole is the big winner
in the G.O.P. field. The Kansas
Senator can now claim the undisputed title of being the "man
to beat." Powell's high name
recognition and moderate
stances would have drawn a
sizeable number of voters from
Dole's base of support.
Dole now has an opportunity to claim the center of the
Republican party and appeal to
both moderates and conservatives in order to build a winning
coalition.

Dole received a much shire.
•needed boost in New HampSenator Arlen Specter of
shire this week which gave the Pennsylvania may have benKansas Senator the appearance efited fromPoweH'sdecisionnot
of gaining momentum. Steve to run. With Pete Wilson and
Merill, the Republican governor Powell out of the race, Specter
of New Hampshire, endorsed remains the only pro-choice ReDole.
publican presidential candidate.
Dole's campaign hopes this
Richard Lugar may have
will increase their candidate's also benefited from Powell's deposition in the Granite State, cision as he now remains the
which has traditionally been the only candidate who can present
nation's first primary. The en- the image of being a foreign
dorsement kept Dole's name in policy expert.
the news at the same time that
The more conservative
Powell declined to run.
candiates (Buchanan, Gramm,
Dole also hopes that California Congressman Bob
Merill's endorsement will stop Dornan) have been hurt by
an alarming trend in New Powell's decision. With Powell
Hampshire polls. The other Re- in the G.O.P. race, the moderate
publicans have been beginning vote would have been split by
to close the gap on Dole in the Powell and Dole, leaving room
Granite State. Magazine pub- for a conservative to pull ahead
lisher Steve Forbes has been run- in a number of primaries.
ning television commercials atNow one of the conservatacking Dole which have been tives will have to emerge and
very effective. Former Tennes- hope one of the moderates can
see Governor Lamar Alexander tap into Dole's support. The one
continues to gain name recogni- conservative who may have
tion in New Hampshire.
been aided by Powell's decision
Conservative commentator is former State Department offiPat Buchanan has been a much cial Alan Keyes.
stronger candidate than was
Keyes remains one of the
expected and one poll places him longshots in the field but he has
only 10% behind Dole in New won some attention as the first
Hampshire. Senators Phil African-American to seek the
Gramm of Texas and Richard G.O.P. presidential nomination.
Lugar of Indiana placed in first The media can now focus on
and second respectively in a re- Keyes instead of taking the spotcent straw poll in neighboring light away from him.
Maine and hoped to bring that
Lamar Alexander, who like
jnornentum^ jijto.,1NII
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may have also benefited from
Powell's decision.
Alexander has been presenting himself as an outsider to
Washington. With Wilson and
Powell out of the way,
Alexander hopes to appeal to
former Perot supporters and
Republicans disillusioned with
the new G.O.P. Congress.
Alexander may also benefit from the budget wars this
week. With the exception of
Buchanan and Steve Forbes,
Alexander is the one major Republican candidate who is not
in the Senate. A sizeable number of Republicans aredisgusted
with the G.O.P. Congress for

following the lead of Democratic
Congresses of the 1980's.
Some of them are disgusted
that congressional reform seems
to havebeenkilled in theHouse.
While Dole and the other senators go along with the govemmentshuttingdown, Alexander
remains untainted. TheTennessean may turn this into a major
point of his campaign.
Forbes may also benefit
from Powell's decision. His supply-side economics message
seems to be getting lost in the
attention given to his ample supply of campaign funds and his
attacks on Dole.
He might also split the antiWashington
vote
with
Alexander. But it appears that
Forbes may be more concerned
with stopping Bob Dole than in
winning the presidency himself.
His funds make him a formidable obstacle in Dole's path.
Speaker Newt Gingritch
called a press conference the
same day that Powell declined
to run and said he will wait until
Thanksgiving before he announces whether or not to run
for the presidency.
There appears to be little
chance that he will run for the
White House as he is the first to
admit. The Georgia Republican
seems to have his hands full in
running the House. But he has
not yet ruled out running.
Gingritch would score well
ce Dole. He remains too polarizing to win the
presidency. He also ranks as the
least popular national political
figure. He only garners 18% approval ratings and 70% of Republicans polled do not want to
see him in the race. The odds are
heavily against his running.
President Clinton also
comes out a winner. Powell remained the only Republican
who beat the President in a one
on one poll. Dole and the others
trail the President in the polls
and Clinton's approval ratings
seem to be on the rebound once
again.
>
Powell also would have
beaten Clinton in. a number of

vital states including Californian. Clinton more than holds
his own against the remaining
Republicans in mos t large states.
Hemayyetpickup Florida while
keeping New York, California,
and the Great Lake states.
Clinton will probably not
pick up Texas. The Republican
nominee would have to be able
to win in the large states. There
seem to be growing concerns in
Republican circles that Bob Dole
may not be able to do this.
Powell's decision also
leaves a window of opportunity
for a third party candidate who
can claim the political center.
Former US Senator and 1992
Democratic presidential hopeful Paul E. Tsongas believes that
there is room for an economically conservative and socially
liberal third party candidate.
Tsongas hoped that Powell
would be that candidate. Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey,
Senator Sam Nunn of Georgia,
Senator Bob Kerrey of Nebraska,
and former Connecticut Governor Lowell Weicker may y etpick
up the centrist standard. None
of these candidates have the
same appeal that Powell does
however. Ross Perot also remains "a factor in the 1996 race,
especially if Dole gets the Republican nomination.
Even with Powell out of the
race, this remains an interesting
election. Clinton appears vulr ne.rabje but there is. little enthusiasm for the current Republican candidates. There remains
room for a third party option
besides Perot. It will be interesting to see if anyone takes up tha t
challenge.
The Republicans will travel
to Florida this weekend for the
most decisive contest before the
Iowa cauces, the Presidency III
shaw poll. Dole, Gramm, and
Alexander appear to be theleading candidates there.
Gramm hopes to build momentum and Alexander hopes
that a good showing will increase his viability.
There are less than 90 days
until the battle in Iowa. The real
race is almost at hand.
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Trinity Religions Center Planned
continued from page 1

who will work full-time with
the College and the Center for
up to two years. Trinity hopes
to recruit half of these Fellows
from foreign countries.
In addition, students can be
involved in the Center's programs asan Undergraduate Fellow - for a relevant senior thesis
- or as a Center Research Assistant. These students will be juniors or seniors who will aid the
Center in research, either for
credit or a stipend.
The Trinity College Center
What makes the Center for the study of Reli- for the Study of Religion in PubLife, expected to open by the
gion in Public Life distinctive is that it will be lic
1998-99 academic year, could
located at a small liberal arts college specializ- certainly do a tremendous
amount to increase the reputaing in and committed to undergraduate edu- tion of Trinity College on an
international level and with pocation.
tential students. As Dean
DePhilips
commented, "Special
FrankKirkpatrick, expects to fill a particular theme each year.
Thescholarswillbebrought research centers are fairly comthe position of director by July
to the Center as Fellows. Short monplace atlarge American uni1996.
At a press conference yes- term appointments will be given versities with extensive graduterday, it was announced that for Distinguished Visiting Fel- ate programs. What makes the
the Trinity College Center for lows - nationally or interna- Center for the Study of Religion
the Study of Religion in Public tionally recognized individuals in Public Life distinctive is that
Life will "bring together spe- who will share their expertise it will be located at a small libcialists of widely varying politi- for several days with the Trinity eral arts college specializing in
cal, religious and ideological community and in larger Cen- and committed to undergraduprograms. ate education. Our undergraduviewpoints who represent nu- ter-sponsored
merous disciplines - not only Longer-term appointments will ates will have opportunity to
religious studies but also fields be given to Senior Fellows — broaden their understanding of
such as anthropology, history, academics and non-academics these complex issues."
that Trinity has already raised
the funds necessary to cover
start-up costs.
Some of this money will be
used to hire a full-time director.
A search committee has been
working since October to find a
candidate who holds a Ph .D. and
has contributed a significant
amount of published works in a
field relevant to the Center's
focus of study. The committee,
headed by Professor of Religion

political science, philosophy and
sociology. It will support research across this broad range
of disciplines, organize scholarly conferences, sponsor lectures and forums for general
audiences, publish a series of
'Occasional Papers' and contribute directly to Trinity's liberal
arts curriculum." The public
presentations will be grouped
under the Trinity College From
on Religion in Public Life. This
Forum will be centered around

News From

Laundry Incident Gets Dirty
On Wednesday evening, November 8th, a entered the
laundry room of his dorm and discovered that all of the clothes
dryers were already full. Not to be denied, the student resorted
to removing the clothes from one dryer and replacing them with
his o wn. He then left the laundry roomfortwo hours. When he
returned, he found that his clothes had been removed from the
dryer and were nowhere to be found.
Taped to the dryer were two notes. The first demanded
that the student who had put his clothes in the dryer owed her
$1000 dollars in munch money for, "psychological fashion
damages incurred." The second note was far more explicit,
using colorful language to convey the same point as the other.
The now shamed and clotheless student says that his clothes
were worth approximately $200 dollars and he would love to
get them back.

Asked For Jewelry? Use ATM
On November 7th at approximately 11:00pm, a student
walking to Sam's convenience store on New Britain Avenue
was asked by a man outside the store for some money. He
turned over several dollars and went into the store. When the
student left the store, the same individual followed him part
way back to campus. At this point, the individual asked the
student to turn over some of his jewelry.
The student persuaded the suspect to follow him to the
Mather Hall ATM machine where he withdrew $40 dollars and
gave it to the individual. Unbeknownst to both the student and
the suspect, the ATM machine in Mather records a picture of
every person with every transaction. Campus Safety is actively
trying to use this picture to apprehend the individual.

Police In Accid

Colby Student Gov. Examines Diversity Issues
Campus debate has turned to diversity at Colby where a number of multicultural houses have
recently opened. The Student Association governing body has joined with a President's council to
create a "Diversity Group," to look further into cultural issues on the Campus. Among the issues
discussed will be minority student retention, attracting a diverse applicant pool and making
minority students feel more comfortable on campus. The group will consist of seven students and
seven faculty.

Summit

On Saturday night, October 11th, a car backing out of a
parking lot on the Mather side of Summit Street was hit by a
police cruiser in pursuit of another vehicle. Both the car backing
out and the cruiser sustained serious damage and both of the
police car's airbags inflated. As well, three cars that were
parked on the far side of Summit Street were hit by the cars
involved in the accident itself. Both the driver of the car backing
out and the police officer were taken to Hartford Hospital,
although no serious injuries were reported.

Responding To Admin. Thefts
Multi-Media Offered In Classics Department
Classics majors at Holy Cross have a unique computer option in furthering their studies of the
ancients, It is a World Wide Web site called the Perseus project. The site is a clearinghouse of Greek
Texts, pictures, other site from Greece, and lists of thousands of Greek artifacts. The project was
begun in 1987 but has only recently been successfully integrated into Holy Cross'- curriculum.
Currently the site is used as an teaching tool in seven different classes.
;

Mount Holyoke Meets Meridian Mail Lady
Mount Holyoke recently installed a brand new voice mail system. The system, whose main
virtue was advertised as allowing faculty to broadcast messages to their students in the case of
inclement weather did not launch effortlessly. Those installing the new feature managed to crash the
entire phone system across tlie campus. On the evening of the installation the system was operating
intermittently for over four and a half hours.

Bates Initiates Faculty-Student Mentoring
Program
Bates College has undextakenariewrnehtpringprogramwhichmatchesamember of the faculty
or administration with individual students. The purpose of the mentoring relationship is not

On November 7th, a VCR was stolen from McCook 205.
The VCR, valued at $300dollars, was ripped from its safety case.
On the same day, in Seabury 48 (the dance studio) a stereo boom
box was stolen from a locked office between the hours of 3-6pm.
Campus Safety, along with Buildings and Grounds/ is looking
into the possibility of re-keying administrative offices. Tlie
process would take several weeks and would cost the school
extensively.

Night-time Downtown Shuttle
Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelley, has taken steps to
develop a operate a downtown shuttle that would run on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday night. The proposed hours of
operation would be from 8:30pm until 1:30am on Thursdays
and on Fridays and Saturdays, from 9:30pm until 2:30am.
Letters were sent to the following venues, the Civic Cafe,
ZuZu's Coffee Bar, The Brickyard, Polyestas, Mad Murphy's,
and South Beach.
Mr. Kelley has also met with some of the owners/managers of these establishments and hopes that the shuttle will fall
into place in the near future. The downtown shuttle will
facilitate students' use of downtown bars and other venues and
reduce the temptation to drink and drive. The shuttle will be
paid for jointly by downtown businesses on the premise that
they will receive our patronage.

Written and compiled by
RobTooiricy
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Marriott March
For Neutrality
continued from page 1

ing with." She maintains, "We're
just trying to give them an atmosphere where if they want to
unionize, they can."
The rally, on its way
through Mather Hall, marched
into Marriott Offices, hoping to
confront Jon Small, Director of
Food Services. Although he did
not make an appearance, a petition with almost one thousand
signatures was left for him.
Ms. Fernandes understands
his hesitance: "He has to follow
Marriott's procedures; I'm not
holding him personally responsible."
But she does hold College
President Evan Dobelle responsible. "He's claiming neutrality
but he can't state his personal
opinion... and that bothers me."
Tanya Jones, Class of '96, agrees,
"as leader of the school,
[Dobelle] has to take the initia-

tive and make Marriott neutral."
The rally finished at the
President's house, where
Dobelle addressed the gathering. His advocacy of "workers'
dignity" was appreciated, as
well as hi s promise to meet with
Marriott employees within the
next ten days, something the students wanted guaranteed in
writing.
The President then invited
several members of the rally to
join him in a discussion of the
issues. Approximately twenty
students took Dobelle up on the
offer and entered his office.
On Monday, November
13 th the President issued a statement summarizing his position
on the college's involvement in
the unionization process.
"The college neither supports nor opposes unionization
among Marriott workers, as this
is a matter to be resolved among

Students participate in a rally in support of Marriott neutrality. Students
chanted and carried signs in support of the unionization of employees.
those employees, Marriott and
the union," the e-mailed message said.
"Our single interest in this
matter is, as a matter of principle, the dignity of all people
who work on our campus."
Although some people are
skeptical of the efficiency of rallies such as this one, overall opinions seem positive. Fernandes

MORGAN RISSEL

found the student turnout" kind show their support."
Regardless of the outcome,
of disappointing; obviously
people don't appreciate the ser- organizers do not believe the
vice they are getting [from battle is over. "We are not going
Marriott workers]." On the to give up," declares Fernandes,
other hand, she says, "thepeople hinting that other protests are in
who did show up were very the works. Hopefully, the shouts
of "Six bucks sucks" reached
enthusiastic."
Tanya Jones saw the rally the right ears and Marriott workas "an easy way for students to ers will have the opportunity to
come together, make noise and have their voices heard.

Library Renovations Receive $2.5 Million Donation
BY CHRIS SAVARESE
News Writer

Officials at Trinity College
have been laying out plans to
renovate the library since 1992,
and now it finally looks like
those plans might be put into
morion.
The two committees that
are heading up the project, The
Internal Library Committee and
The Adhoc Library Advisory
Committee, estimate the necessity of approximately $4.7 million. Of the $2.8 million that has
already been raised, $2.5 million was pledged by Ruth Nutt,
a well respected board member.
In reference to the project,
librarian official Dr. Stephen
Peterson states that, "There's a
fair amount of enthusiasm for it.
A lot of people feel that the current building is starting to show
some signs of age."
Current proposals for the
renovations include refurbishing of the main floor, entailing
improvements to the reference
and public service facilities.
As some students have
commented that such sections
are right now "unaesthetic" and
"disorganized," these renovations should be a great help to
these areas. Furthermore, many
students have noted that the entrance to the library is lacking in
many ways.
In fact, the general sentiment is that there isn't an
entryway, but instead just a
doorway and turnstile tha t leads
straight into the heart of the library.
The plans currently being
reviewed would seek to remedy
this problem by redesigning the
entryway to be not only more
inviting, but more spacious as
well.
This new entrance will also
claim more exhibition space for
displays.
Shelving is another problem that the library is presently
facing. With an ever-expanding
selection of volumes, the current shelving in the library will

become inadequate sometime
over the next couple of years.
Thus, plans for additional shelving that would satisfy the
library's need for volume storage over the next twenty years
are a major part of this project.
Improved shelving and reading
areas for current periodicals is
also included on the list of things
to fix, seeking to .adctoor^or^a-^
nization to the present system."
The library faces other storage problems as well. Currently,
the library's non print media,
including sound recordings and
the like, is located in two separate buildings entirely.
In fact, all of the visual media is kept in the library, as it
should be, while all of the audio
media is kept in The Austin Arts
Center.
The renovations would install a new non print media center, capable of housing all such
related material in one location.
Specifically, one location in the
library.
Finally, the plans for the
library include remedies for the
current lack of efficiency in student use. 142 new study spaces
will be added to the insufficient
number that is already available, including private cubbies
as well as areas for group study.
Talk of a grand reading
room, for use by large groups,
has also been circulating, though
is not yet an active part of the
plans.
The world wide web has
also been taken into consideration. As of this year, new
Macintosh computers were installed in the library, most of
which are hooked up to the network.
Students owning lap top
computers, however, do not
have access to the network
through the library. For this
reason, the project includes the
installment of additional data
circuits that will allow students
to access the network through
their lap tops from the library.
In total, therenovationswilT
add 18,500 square feet to the

library building. The surroundings of the library are also being
considered. Architects have expressed concern about the heavy
traffic outside the library, and
have suggested attempting to
renovate the Funston Courtyard
as well as the library, adding to
the yard's esthetics as well as its

tees expect to make a recomcapacity.
In the past month, the com- mendation for a specific firm to
mittees have screened eight dif- college officials within the comferent architectural firms as pos- ing week.
Dr. Peterson stresses that
sible employees for the job. As
of last week, this number was the plans are open for suggesreduced to three, and interviews tions and new ideas, and asks
were conducted for each of the that any comments be taken to
remaining firms. The commit- him at the library
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Sadik-Khan Dodges Impeachment Bullet
Alex Zaitchik '96 said, "SGA has a
widespread
and notundeserved percepan emergency steering board and stution
among
the
student body of being a
dent life committee meeting conflicted.
group of petty individuals." But with
"Instead of anything getting done, the
Sadik-Khan in office, Zaitchik "saw it
time consisted of Karim yelling and overchanged. It was no longer a sandbox
powering and ended with a pretty rude
where
people throw sand at each other."
comment which I will not repeat... The
According
to K. Michael Derby,
steering board is theheartof this body. If
"There is a serious communication breakthey can't run effectively,, then we can't
down. Only two voice-mails were sent
run effectively." Russo ended his reout in regard to this meeting." And in
marks with "He may have got the cost of
response to Glazier's comment, Derby
Snapple lowered and condoms, it was at
said, "I think the student body is the
the price of respect."
heartofSGA."AIiMcCartney'97pointed
Nardelli pointed to the unanimous
to the fact that Sadik-Khan "didn't even
6-0steeringboard vote for impeachment
want to be president (when he ran)... I
think his unapproachability is a big con"If you.. .cannot deal with someone with as little power
cern." Her other concern was that "he
seem to heed to this (18% confias Karim, then it's your problem." -Justin Van Etten '96 didn't
dence vote) warning."
Matthew Famolare '99 suggested
and the 18% confidence votes as indica- was Karim telling me, 'Either you resign
tions that there is a legitimate problem or I will go to the Deans and you'll be that there were unresolvable bitter feelwith Sadik-Khan's leadership. "Sit in on punished.' At the rime I couldn'tbelieve ings involved, and if Sadik-Khan weren' t
steeringboard once," challenged Nardelli. that the president of an organization impeached then those pressing for impeachments should resign.
"Last week there were personal attacks would say that."
Luke Vicens '98 reminded the senand they were coming from no one but
Josh Freely '96 said, "The job of the
Karim—words like 'cowardly' and 'over- president should be to encourage dis- ate that another vote of confidence will
zealous'among others."
course, whether it's among this body or come in three weeks and suggested that
Casey Rousseau '96 quoted the re- the student body in general. I'm not Sadik-Khan mightbe given the opportumark made by Sadik-Khan in last week's convinced that Karim can't do this. I nity to improve within that time span.
Jim Moodie '96 pointed to the reign
Tripod: "If I respected these people and know that he hasn't, but I don't know if
cared about what they said then I might he won't." President of Trinity College of Marlon Quintanilla '94 as the worst
be upset." According to Rousseau, the Activities Council Sarah Bennett '96 said, SGA presidency in his tenure. Accord"real big problem is respect. Respect is "The problem seems to be with the meet- ing to Moodie, Quintanilla received a 9%
absolutely crucial to be able to runa body ings. SGA is much too caught up in confidence vote, yet the senate did not
like this—to command respect and give meetings. If we spent as much time out vote for impeachment. "It was because
respect." Rousseau called upon the sen- as in meetings, then we could make a big they saw the need for continuity and
dialogue. And afterwards, it was amazdifference."
ate for "some level of decorum."
"I think if you impeach Karim, SGA
As evidenced by senators' remarks, ing how his attitude changed." With
will be broken beyond repair," said Cliff "The problem must have been going on regard to the argument that it takes two
Segil '96. Qualifying his remarks, "And a long time. I never heard a word," said for a conversation, Moodie said, "But it
I think SGA is not broken right now."
Gaia DiLoreto '96. With regard to the Only takes one to stop a conversation."
Justin VanEtten '96 addressed SadikLauren Rosenberg '96 said, "The stu- move to impeach last meeting, she said,
dents elected him and that's something "If people were so upset that they were Khan, calling him "an ass" and "obnoxto take into consideration but we also willing to *[impeach then'], it was a per- ious." However, Van Etten furthered his
continued from page J

as president of the SG A and we need you
to tell us whether he's doing a good job
there."
Cini echoed Rosenberg's sentiments.
He further articulated that Sadik-Khan
needs to strike a balance between his
rights and responsibilities. "He has the
right to attack; he has the right to have his
own opinion; but he also has the responsibility to run this organization."
Speaking as the only other SGA
member to face impeachment this year,
Cini added, "When I faced impeachment,
one of the most difficult points was dealing with our president. The end result

more so than Sadik-Khan and "that includes, but is not limited to professors,
deans, administrators and chairmen on
faculty committees, the president and
trustees." Addressing the body as a
whole, "If you, as I count nine [SGA
members], cannot deal with someone
with as little power as Karim, then it's
your problem." "This is something that
has come up before the senate because
we cannot run our meeting," said Gillian
Mueller '97. "But things have gotten to
such an extent that we cannot function."
"I feel he has not been very openminded," said Kevin Thompson '99.
"Clearly he is a man with an agenda. For
example, he vetoed Get Drunk with
SGA."Philip "Tiger" Reardon '96 arguing against impeachment said, "I do see
that Karim needs help with communication. He should respect everyone, but if
he doesn't, that shouldn't change how
we view the body. If we do impeach him,
however, I think that would be a huge
setback for the student body."
After four hours of debate and discussion, the table was closed and a vote
was called. According to the SGA constitution, two-thirds voting in favor is required for impeachment. In the end, 8
voted in favor of impeachment, 15
against, with one abstention: the motion
clearly failed.
Said Sadik-Khan in retrospect, "I
was pleased with the outcome of the
vote. I look forward to continuing to
serve as student body president. I hope
that we can all put this behind us, and
move forward in the best interest of the
student body and College as a whole."
Sadik-Khan added, "I would really
like to express my heartfelt thanks to all
those who came out to support me. I am
not capable of expressing how much this
meant to me. They're the reason that I
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Nathan Margalif s Exhibit Fragments Explores Spirituality
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor
———
The Widener Gallery in The Austin
Arts Center has a new exhibit that started
November 2, and will continue through
December 10,1995. The artist is Nathan
Margalit, a resident of Amherst, Massachusetts and a visiting associate professor here at Trinity. His show is part of the
New Faculty Showcase exhibit series that
features the work of Trinity College studio artists.
His exhibition is called Fragments
and features encaustic paintings. His
work looks at concerns of the spirit and
of matter.
"The manifestation of spirit through
form and matter is the basis of his iconography and the motivating core of his
work," states his press release. He uses
Nathan Margalit has an exhibition of his encaustics in Widener Gallery
symbols, concepts and ideas from literthrough December 10, 1995

ary and natural sources such as the Bible,
Kabbalist texts and direct observations
of nature. "The artist's symbolic use of
the vessel and light refer to the Kabbalist
term Tikkun meaning repair or restoration.
The works in this exhibition are the
result of the intersection of these sources,
each 'fragment' or work contributing
toward an understanding of the 'whole'."
Margalit is a painter and printmaker
who has worked recently with encaustics. Encaustics is an ancient wax medium that evokes a translucency and luminosity. Heusesthe transformations of

FILE PHOTO

The works in this exhibition
are the result of the intersection of these sources,
each 'fragment' or work
contributing toward an
understanding of the
'whole'."
the properties from solid to liquid and
back to solid as a metaphor for the "transcendent states of spirituality." Some of
his works include The Baker's Dream, an
encaustic on wood panel, and Spirals
Forming, an encaustic on panel.
Margalit has been exhibited in the
United States, Europe and South Africa
as part of collections in the South African
National gallery and the University of
Cape Town. He has also been exhibited;"
in privatecollectionsinGermany, Canada
and the United States.
His current exhibit in the Widener
Gallery is open for viewing MondayFriday, 12:30-5:30 p.m., and Saturday Sunday, 1:00-5:00 p.m.

We are still
looking for
Arts Writers!!
You are 71 O t a

mooch.

a hole in your pocket renders you
you reluctantly

But when

Crt-d'Tl££€!l<(2SS,
call the folks C o l l e c t .

YOU dial 1 8OO CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are

i 8OO GAsLL ATT always costs less than i-soo-corusc i.
Always works froman>phone. And always gels you Hit icliuhle AI&'l Network.

Elections are
coming up. Now is
your chance to
become part of the
Tripod arts staff!

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your D-ue Choice"

Meetings 10 p.m.
Jackson basement

AT&T
Your True Choice
' For interstate calls. Promotions excluded
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.

© 1995 AI&T
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Michelle Carrier: FormFromGesture At Zion Gallery
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor

Michelle Carrier '96 is currently displaying a show at the
Zion Gallery titled Form From
Gesture, The show, Carrier's
senior thesis exhibition, is a series of ten paintings on canvas.
Michelle is an IDP student at
Trinity, where she started three
and a half years ago. She first
started studying art when she
came to Trinity, switching from
her original work in the architectural field. She started this
series of paintings at the beginning of the semester.
The paintings are typical of
the Abstract Expressionist
Genre. This is a style of painting
that began in a movement in the
mid 1940's and which "emphasizes inventiveness and individuality." Some of her influences were Pollack and
Kandinsky, as well as some of
the painters in the Surrealist
movement. Her work is very
gestural and has simple titles
such as Resolve, Coaster
Departure.

and

"With large blank canvases
in front of me, I begin painting
gestural and somewhat automatic compositions. The ges-

FILE PHOTO

Michelle Carrier '96 exhibits this piece Coaster, along with nine others in her senior
thesis exhibition at Zion Gallery.

tural marks record my physical
actions, thought and emotions
while automatism documents
my subconscious imagery.
Within these gestural and automatic marks, forms are created.
The process then becomes that
of disintegration and reintegration of these forms until they are
completed," Carrier explained.
The paintings are all done
in Gesso, Charcoal and Ink on
Canvases that are five feet by
five feet. They hang in the one
room gallery located next to the
College View Cafe. The Zion
Gallery has been part of Trinity's
Studio Arts program since
March'94. Carrierhasbeenpart
of running the gallery since then.
An opening for her show was
held this past Friday, and drew
a huge crowd of over 200.
Because the paintings are
done in a conceptual style, they
cannotbe fully understood without training and study in the art.
It is not possible to explain the
images and emotions of the
paintings. The best way to witness these works is to head down
the street to the Zion Gallery.
The gallery is open 4-6 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, and
the show will be up until this
Friday, November 17th.

Free Delivery 7 days a week
Friday & Saturday 11am - 4am
Sunday - Thursday 1 l a m - Sam

PIZZAS

SUBS AND GRINDERS

Our pizzas are made using a high gluten Dakota
dough with a rich sauce of piquant herbs and spice
simmered lightly ina mix of fresh and Chilean .plum
tomatoes.
SMALL (12") $4.00
Topping $0.50
LARGE
$7.00
Topping $1.00
SHEET
$14.00
Topping $2,50

BLT, Meatball, Cooked Salami; Genoa Salami, Pepperoni,.Tuna, Ham & Cheese, Sausage, Meatless, Eggplant
HALF $4.00
WHOLE $5.00
Italian, Roast Beef, Turkey, Veal, Turkey & Bacon,
Chicken Parmigiana, Pastrami, Steak & Cheese
HALF $4.25
WHOLE $5.75

DINNERS
Linguine Mediterranean

SPECIALTY PIZZAS
Red Veggie Design
$8.50/13.00/23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.. .
White Veggie Design $8.50/13.00/23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh
mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

SIDES AND SALADS

$6.95

Pasta tossed with sauteed chicken breast, artichoke hearts, roasted peppers & black olives.
Blackened Chicken

$7.50

Blackened with Mazen's herbs and spices.
Served over Rice Pilaf with a cajun sauce.
Fettuccine Alfredo

$6.95

Fettuccine served in a fresh, creamy parmesan
cheese sauce with a hint of spinach.

• Marcoppi Bread
$3.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with
creamy garlic butter & herbs. Blue cheese optional. Pasta Monterey
. $7.95
Chef Salad
$6.00
Fettuccine tossed with seafood, tender scallops,
Greek Salad
$6.00
and plump shrimp in a creamy parmesan sauce.
Antipasto
$6.00
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Lisa Loeb And Nine Stories Releases New Album: 'Tails"
BYAMYSHACKELFORD
Arts Editor

predate the album as a whole. As a
whole, "Tails" is a fairly mellow, introspective collection of songs with the exBy now, presumably almost every- ception of a few faster, more rock orione is familiar with Lisa Loeb and Nine ented tunes.
Stories' hit, "Stay" from the Reality Bites
Loeb has often been compared to
soundtrack. This single gained an enor- Edie Brickell, another contemporary folk
mous amount of recognition for the pre- singer, but Loeb surpasses Brickell in
viously unknown Loeb.
that her music is less general and has
It was rumored that she was discov- more persona] and emotional depth.
ered by the movie's star, Ethan Hawke, Wherever Edie Brickell fails to attract an
'

As a whole, "Tails" is a fairly mellow, introspective collection of songs with the exception of a few faster, more rock
oriented tunes...Although "Tails" has received mixed
reviews, I find this to be one of the best folk/rock albums
released in years.
who was once a neighbor and friend of
hers. Nevertheless, "Stay" clogged the
airways for months and, unfortunately,
fell into that infamous group of singles
that everyone loves and then gets sick of
after hearing it twenty times in one day.
I myself was one of the people who
became sick of the song and when I heard
her newest hit single, "Do You Sleep?" I
was pleasantly surprised. I genuinely
liked Loeb's style and sound, but I found
that "Stay" was a little too sickly sweet
for me.
"Do You Sleep?," on the other hand,
has more of a folk/rock sound to it. The
lyrics are more jaded, but I find, more
realistic as well. For instance, the lyrics
include the lines, "You kick my foot under the table, I kick you back; I can't say
I'm able to stand for you or fall for you
ever again." Unlike "Stay," the more I
heard this new single, the more I liked it.
After waiting what seemed like
months for the new album to be released,
"Tails" was in stores in early November.
After listening to the album only once, I
was not very impressed.
As I spent more time listening to
"Tails", however, I rapidly began to ap-

audience, Loeb succeeds. Loeb
incorprates a younger, more appealing
style into her music.
There are a few songs on "Tails" that
stand out. "Do You Sleep?", "Sandalwood", "Rose Colored Times", and
"When All The Stars Were Falling" highlight Loeb's wispy voice and talent for
romantic, colorful lyrics.
Although "Tails" has received mixed
reviews, I find this to be one of the best
folk/rock albums released in years.
Her introduction through the
xnovieReality Bites soundtrack practically set her up for instant success. With
the crowd that the movie appealed to,
Loeb was received as eagerly as was the
film.
"Tails" is not a disappointing following act to "Stay". Loeb stated that
the single was created with the rest of the
album in mind. I agree that when combined with the other songs on the album,
"Stay", the last track on the album, has
even greater listener appeal.
If you liked "Stay", you will love
"Tails". Even ifyou did not care'for fKe'
single, "Tails" still has a lot to offer audiences ranging from folk fans to rock fans.

I Ain't Yo'Uncle Currently
At Hartford Stage Company
communities," said Lamos. "As our
nation is calling for a public dialogue
Hartford Stage's second produc- on race, we are proud to offer this
tion of its 1995/1996 season will be / unique and highly entertaining work
which uses biting satire, humor, cirAin't Yo' Uncle: The New Jack Revisionist
UndeTom'$Cabin,byRobeitA\exandev, cus-like theatricalism and powerful
from November 11-December 16,1995. imagery to spark conversations as it
Reggie Montgomery, director of last views an historic novel from a starseason's highly acclaimed Spunk, re- tling point of view. Through the eyes
turns to Hartford Stage to stage I Ain't of the characters, theslavesj Ain't Yo'
Yo' Uncle with an entertaining mix of Uncle allows us to see their world
biting satire and original music, sing- from a fresh point of view."
/ Ain't Yo' Uncle was originally
ing, dancing, masks and puppets. 1
Ain't Yo' Uncle is sponsored by Fleet commissioned and co-produced by
The San Francisco Mime Troupe and
Bank.
I Ain't Yo' Uncle is a hilarious, The Lorraine Hansberry Theater and
hard-edged send-up of Uncle Tom's was staged in 1991 at the San Diego
Cabin. Harriet Beecher Stowe's contro- Repertory Theater, earning rave reversial, anti-slavery novel, whichspoke views. "Ifs a knockout! Incendiary
to a divided nation and helped spark yet judicious, ominous yet hilarious,
the Civil War. In this production, an example of political satire at its
Harriet Beecher Stowe is confronted by very best, " said The San Francisco
Eliza, Sambo, Topsy and Uncle Tom Chronicle, The Augusta Herald called it
who accuse her of reducing them to "A powerful voice against racism."
Performances of I Ain't Yo' Uncle
stereotypes. The characters men retell
Stowe's 19th century novel from a 90's will be Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday at 7:30 pm; Friday
Afrocentric perspective.
Artistic Director Mark Lamos feels and Saturday at 8:00 pm; Wednesday
that I Ain't Yo' Uncle could not have at 2:00 pm and Sunday at 2:30 pm. In
found a better place or time to be pro- addition, there will be Saturday matiduced. "Hartford was the home of nees at 2:30pm on November 25, DeHarrier Beecher Stowe and this work cember 9 and December 16 and at 2:00
will speak to our city's history. How- pm on Tuesday, November 21. and
ever, more importantly, over the last Thursday, December 14.
Tickets are $36.50 on Saturday
few weeks, a series of episodes (the O.J,
Simpson verdict or the Million Man evenings; $35.00 on Friday evenings;
March) have revealed how differently $31.00 on Saturday and Sunday matievents can be viewed and interpreted nees; $27.50 for all other regular perby the African American and white formances.
Press Release from Harford Stage

FILE PHOTO

ATTENTION FIRST YEAR
STUDENTS!
HERE ARE YOUR 1999 CLASS
OFFICER CANDIDATES
President
Benjamin Forman
Andrew Hayes
Maureen Kay
Luca Laino
JohnMcGrath
Kerry McKevitt
Jason Williams

Vice President
Justin Gottleib
John Sartorius
Laila Schmutzler
Gregory Tirrell
Parin Zareri

Secretary
Carry Geeza
Caroline Ponosuk
Morgan Steckler

COME MEET THE CANDIDATES
TONIGHT AT 9:30 p.m. IN
RTITENBERG TERRACE ROOM B,
2ND FLOOR OF MATHER!
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD ON
Wednesday, November 15
9a.m. - 7 p.m»
in the Mather Campus Center lobby

YOUR VOTE COUNTS!
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Through The Studio Window: A Portrait Of The Artist
BY GRACE HUANG
Features Writer
Pygmalion was a mythological character who dabbled in sculpture.
He made a statue of his ideal woman -Galatea. She ivas so beautiful
that he prayed the Gods to give her life.
His wish was
granted....

His body moves with subtle ease
and grace as he paints his most recent
picture of a house. Lately, I've been
coming to the studio at night to watch
him paint. The painting consists of a
light blue house with many windows.
Each window is shaped slightly differently and no matter how hard I try —
I cannot see the interior. Like his painting, he remains a puzzle to me. He never
leaves his signature on any of his paintings because he feels that it is unnecessary and somewhat silly. Like one of his
paintings, he will leave me without leaving a signature. Eventually, I will be
passed over once his ideal woman ap-.
pears. Without reason and without explanation, I will be left behind with his
past collection of old portraits; left to
gather dust as he continues to pursue his
ideal - possibly a beautiful sculpture of
a woman. This portrait ol a house is no
ordinary painting/ because it marks the
beginning and the end of our relationship. At the start of our relationship he
started to paint this portrait, and now
the painting is almost complete — just
needing a few extra strokes here and
there to polish the rough edges. Though
I despise endings, this one is inevitable.
He once said, "this is a futile relationship."

I honestly don't. But there is a point of
simply "free investing" that leaves one
exhausted and ready to give up. I am
both discouraged and exhausted. I have
reached the point of despair and hopelessness and I want to letgo of this empty
relationship based on no foundation. I
am sick and tired of competing with this
image of the ideal woman in his head
and I will never win. She will always be
perfect and I am only flesh and blood.
Since I am human, I embody many flaws.
For instance, I sometimes exaggerate the
truth and I don't have the perfect breast
size. I cannot exist in his mind like his
ideal woman — who he can shape, mold,
and sculpture to his heart's content.
Sometimes, I think that I am only- the
defected substitute for the moment.
Whenever he kisses me with closed eyes,
I begin to wonder if he is thinking of her
... I will always remain in the shadow of
his ideal. This knowledge just tears me
to shreds. Like him, I have been searching for an ideal all along. I think we've
both made the same mistake of falling in
love with the mere ideal of love and not
with each other.
Whenever he calls for me, I rarely
say "no." I like watching him paint the
entire evening away with the quick and
powerful strokes of his muscular arms.
I like how his body sways to the deep
and throaty voice of Billy Holiday purringfromhispaintcoveredcassetteplayer.
Strangely, this music is comforting.
Whenever I hear jazz in the studio, I know
he will be there. I like how he attempts to
touch my face or my clothes with his
dirty, greasy painter's hands. I love the
closeness we share when we are completely alone. I always feel completely at
ease and comfortable within the confines
of either his room or the empty studio at
night. We are trapped together in a
bubble, isolated and sheltered from the

people, yet we are in reality — very intimate. But I know for a fact that one day
the bubble will burst leaving only me
exposed and vulnerable.
It's an ordinary Tuesday night. I sit
at my humming computer and my mind
remains empty. I stare at the digital clock
that reads 10:28 p.m. The phone suddenly rings and I hear my roommate
pick it up. I immediately hear her pacing
footsteps as she rushes to my door with
the phone. She quickly knocks at my
door and thrusts the phone into my open
hand. Ibarely even had the chance to say
"thank you," and she had already disappeared into her tiny room, silently closing the door behind her. Everyone appears so work oriented that it seems like
I am the only one slowing down my pace
in the race of academics to pursue something hopeless. But my nature is to pursue, to seize the day. Carpe Diem! I will
not give up until I have reached the bottom line and often times this act proves
to be self-destructive.
"Hello?" I said, cradling the telephone to the left side of my head, already

I jogged over to the studio. The
entrance to thestudio was already closed,
which means that I will have to throw a
pebble up to the second floor window to
get his attention. Looking up from the
outside, he becomes a framed painting.
The fluorescent light from the second
floor window illuminates the pitch dark
evening, creating a halo. He is positioned right next to the window, and he
becomes aframed picture within the wide
perimeters of the studio window. His
entire body glows from the fluorescent
white light. Oddly enough, his gestures
and movements are just natural enough
to insinuate some kind of silent, eternal
tranquility. If nothing else lasts between
us, this image of him painting will surely
endure. This is the only moment when
he appears to be the most patient, sincere, and gentle. In my mind, he has
become a portrait,
I desperately searched the ground
for a pebble, but I could not find one. I
looked up helplessly and there he was - calmly painting, with his jazz music
blasting. He was completely unaware of

"Eventually, I will be passed over once his ideal woman
appears. Without reason and without explanation, I will
be left behind with his past collection of old portraits...!
will always remain in the shadow of his ideal."

knowing that the person on the other line my presence. I waved and shouted to
must be him. He always calls at this time him, but he neither hears nor sees me.
"Dammit," I whispered to myself, wrapon Tuesday evenings.
"Hellooooooo????" He imitates my ping my black wool coat closer to my
voice, immediately bringing a smile to shivering body in order to keep warm.
my face. He always has a way with His position on the second floor and
imitating other people's voices. Heprac- mine on the ground level clearly inditically changes his own phone recording cated that I am the inferior half in the
I don't mind being left in the gray
every single week. He becomes easily relationship. "Shit, I can't even find one
area or even continuing this on-going
bored with things, objects, and people. stupid pebble,"
relationship for the moment, butl refuse
Pretty soon, he will have tossed me away
vet. . $on\stove;& I pil
I silently cursed to myself. The fact
Tike hia discarded paintings", old -phone 'thatl'toulidwrt-even findapebble on-the
BT
position, suspended around his finger Only when we are completely aJone, in recordings, and screwed up brushes that ground left me wary. Maybe I should
like a puppet. I need to cut the strings, I solitude, is he completely affectionate, no longer perform to his great expecta- give up and go back to my dorm, this
entire fiasco was so frustrating. Just as I
need to be freed from hirri. He doesn't tender, and caring. Our relationship re- tions.
"Hey! Where are you? Are you in was about to give up, a glittering speck
realize how much power he has over me mains completely asecretto other people
on the ground caught my eye. I looked
and I resent him for controlling me. Can't and part of the excitement is the fact that the studio tonight?" I replied casually.
"Yeah, I'm painting at the studio, down and there was a tiny piece of shathe see that I am suffocating? He tells me nobody knows anything about us. We
not to expect too much from him and ignore each other in the presence of other why don't you come over?... that is only tered glass that was probably once a beer
if you want to," he answered even more bottle. The entire idea of this being a
effortlessly. He simply sounds like he fractured and flawed relationship again
entered my mind as I carefully picked up
doesn't care, and he probably doesn't,
"Ummm, I've got tons of work . . . this piece of broken glass and observed it
and plus, you've got to give me a better within the palm of my hand.
reason." Recently, my priorities have
I glanced up at him again and he
been jumbled up. I cannot concentrate was still painting while I had been standThe Annual Phi Kappa Educational Foundation Lecture by:
on my studies any longer.
ing out here in the freezing cold for alGovernor John Rowland, Governor of Connecticut and former U.S. Congressman
"Because I want you to, and you most twenty minutes hunting for one
want to " he whines. Mybody turns to stupid pebble. The entire notion just anSponsored in Partnership with the Pan-African Alliance, Alpha Delta Phi & Delta Delta Delta
gered me. I flung the fractured piece of
mush.
"I want a better reason, tell my any- glass up toward the window, hoping to
thing ... at the least tell me thatyou miss hit his face - but I miss. I watched the
tiny piece of broken glass magically prome."
"I... can't say that! Why don't you pel itself into the air and bounce off the
just come over!" His voice was begin- large window plane to create a loud ringning to sound irritated and slightly im- ing sound, breaking the silence of the
cold winter 'night.
patient.
"Okay
then..
.I'll
be
over
in
about
At last he noticed me. He looked
Jacobs Life Science Building
ten minutes."
down and waved with a wary smile. We
"Then, I'll talk to you in about ten are both so tired and wary, maybe more
The entire college community is
minutes, just remember to throw a of each other than from the physical exinvited to attend and ask questions
pebble."
haustion of the long day. Our relationship had been dragging on for a long
"Okay, talk to you later."
time. It's one of those relationships that
"Bye."
serves more to drain than to revitalize. I
CLICK....
John Rowland is the youngest governor of Connecticut. He has
I carelessly shut off my computer don't understand why we keep hanging
served in the Connecticut Legislature and the U.S. Congress, where
and reached for my black wool overcoat. on to one another though this is a "futile
I quickly check in the mirror to see if my relationship" that will never blossom into
he received the "Watchdog of the Treasury" award for his efforts
straight long black hair needed brush- anything, I watched him bitterly as he
against unnecessary government spending.
ing.
Nope, every single strand seemed to casually strolled down the stair well on
As an elected official, John Rowland has consistently fought for
framemy
ultrapalefaceperfectly. I grab the left side of the studio to let me in with
lower taxes and responsible government spending. He thinks that
my favorite burgundy lipstick and hast- a swipe of his ID. I stood there frozen in
government should not be the primary provider of individual fulfillily dabbed on some color to brighten my the cold midnight air—my fingers, nose,
ment. Rather government should help provide the opportunity for
facea bit. I can'tbelievel am leaving this and ears numb to the point of possible
individuals to pursue their own goals and reach their own destiny.
late atnight, neglectingmy homeworkto frostbite.
watchhim paint some picture of a house.
He gestured to me silently with the
Despite my Own silent protest, I contin- waving motion of his hand to enter the
ued to pull on my shoes and rushed out studio before'the alarm goes off. He
to meet the chilly evening air. I don't doesn't bother to ask if I am cold or if I
p
;
.
:
understand
why I go through all this just am tired. His voice remains distant, alle is also open to
t
to
see
him.
I guess that since I am still most accusing me of being half an hour
Hearinglrtevv ideas about h o ^ y ^
young - 1 can afford to make mistakes.
please turn to page 16
- role; in;:ypur iut«rev;:Gome

"THE THREE GREATEST SURPRISES
IN MY FIRST YEAR AS GOVERNOR"

Wed.f November 15th
4:30-5:30
BOYER AUDITORIUM

Free admission

WHAT'S YOUR QUESTION I0R THE GOVERNOR?
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Signs Around Campus Fail To Connect Thought To Action
BY SHARA ABRAHAM &
JOSHUA SANDERSON
Features Editor & Features Writer
You're walking across campus and
you suddenly see a sign: "98% of Trinity's
campus is black and homosexual...Think
about it!" You are now enlightened.
According to the creator of the sign he or
she has just "raised your awareness" to
this issue, but have they really?
Merely reading the sign does not
necessarily translate into a thorough
understanding of the complexities of the
subject at hand. All too often the topic
flirts across your mind for thirty seconds
and is gone.
What good is a sign that does not
follow through with a formal discussion? Is the rampant, obnoxious use of
signs on this campus an indicator that
the length and breadth of the average
Trinity student's political drive ends at
the stylewriter? Is there no further effort
expected? Are these low standards the
epitome of low-maintenance political
activism? Aren't these signs just literary
soundbytes—shortburstsof information
which pass briefly into your mind like
one breath after another.
Shock value has an ability to grab
your attention, but does it engage your
mind? Do you think about the issue or
do you just acknowledge its existence
and carry on. What is the reader encouraged to do with this new wealth of information? Shouldn't the reader be provided with opportunities to bring about

change—someone to contact, an organization to get involved with, a meeting to
attend?
Anonymity allows weak voices to
bellow their opinion without accountability. Is this a normal characteristic of
a healthy environment for intellectual
exchange? There must be a connection
between thought and action. In all too
many cases, the shocking information
fails to lead one's mind toward activism
and action?
Where is the agenda beyond the
rhetoric and the shock value? When an
issue is raised, the logical next step needs
to be a critical analysis of the complexities of the given topic. Doesn't the creator of the sign have a responsibility to
fully develop a discussion of the issue
which he or she has raised?
The reader has a limited amount of
tolerance for such undeveloped assaults.
The resulting sentiment is often not enlightenment, growth or tolerance, but
one of callousness and polarization. Repeated signs and repeated failures to
follow through not only accomplish little,
but add to the problem of apathy and
ignorance. How inspired can someone
possibly become when the barrage of
signs is so unfocused and absurd?
These types of signs havebeen more
prevalent around campus this year than
in past years. A few examples come to
mind. The signs concerning rape and
domestic violence epitomize the pattern
of "shock and no follow through." Chalk
outlines and scattered statistics do not

Correction To Article
Last Week, in the Features section of The Tripod, one of our writers leported
thai Nam Chau, a Marriott employee, was a general in the Vietnam army. This is
incorrect; he was a lieutenant. We apologize for this mistake.
. .. .
-Features Editors, W.P. & SA.

do justice to the gravity of rape. Who
was responsible for these signs and who
were they addressing? Where was the
discussion held after the chalk washed
away?
"When was the last time you learned

contact? Isn't there an established group
to discuss these issues? Was EROS responsible for these signs and displays?
And if so why was there no direct affiliation? Again, shock value and no follow
through.

"Is the rampant, obnoxious use of signs on this campus
an indicator that the length and breadth of the average
Trinity student's political drive ends at the stylewriter?
Is there no further effort expected?"
anything from a black professor?" What
does this type of offensive sign achieve?
The noted sign was one of a number of
signs which scathed the campus for a
lew evenings. They were apparently
meant to address race relations on the
campus.
If someone is going to employ such
scathing, shocking tactics, there had better be a legitimate resolve. Contrary to
other failures to follow through, a forum
was provided for students to discuss
their opinions. However, at the meeting
there was no apparent agenda and no
direction or prepared issues for discussion.
More than a month ago the campus
was once again attacked by colored chalk
and the icons of gay and lesbian issues.
The creators of these signs were most
likely driven by the belief that Trinity is
a hostile environment for homosexuals.
Yet don't the signs only increase the
callousness and hostility toward the silent gay community. Such mild militancy not only offends but exacerbates
any existing intolerance, not to mention
the fact that like many of the other signs
we have discussed, the comments were
weak and unfocused. Who should a
person interested in these issues try to

"It's 3 a.m. in the morning, why
aren't you out drinking?" We can only
assume that this was the work of the
same geniuses that gave us the "enema"
and the "bastards" signs. Lest we forget
the warning: "If bastards are in control
and you don't do anything about it, then
you're a bastard." The Trinity community has clearly notbenefited from any of
theseignorantcomments. Whatchanges
did these signs achieve in anyone's consciousness? Or were the creators just trying to attract attention?
The student activism regarding the
rights of Marriott workers to unionize
has been the most successful to date.
There is a clear distinction between this
and other attempts to use signs to rally
student support. There were voices and
faces involved in this movement and not
just signs. People came out to march and
people made their views visible.
The aforementioned student activism concerning the struggle for Marriott
neutrality was a clear thought extended
to productive student involvement and
action. Notice that the signs about
Marriottneutrality werejustanintermediary and by no means the end result.
This should be a precedent for future
student activism.

(AT HOMECOMING!)

" •

What do you miss about your life at Trinity?

Carolyn Barrett '95, Chrissy
Woerz '93, Jane Rand '95,
"Being able lo have
background on men you
meet/'

Matt McGowan '92,
Michelle Paquette '91, Kirsten
Kolstad '91, Lesley Niego '91
"Marty stripping in the View/'

r. Harry Gossling '44
Laurie Chiaverini '95, Maxine
Skaggs '95, Debbie Scalfani '95 "The Crow house. My son, Class
"The Meridian Mail Woman— of '74, said the same thing. We
both had a lot of good times
our best friend!"
there/'

Jon Partain '95, Matt
Champa'95, Jim Ban*'95
"The $25,000 cover
charge/'

Ralph Kestenbaum '50
"earnestness."
Ryel Kestenbaum '95
"getting wasted."

mssassmmm
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Earth Watch: Recycling At Trinity—Why Aren't We Doing Better?
clingofficepaperfor several years. Trinity produces paper that is labeled as
"mixed-grade" paper since it contains
bo th high-quality white office paper and
I know you're tired of hearing about
lower-quality (in terms of recycling
recycling. Frankly, I am too. The thing
quality) colored paper. Colored paper
is though, we still are not recycling like
is a lower-quality paper since it is often
we should be. We all know that we
should recycle, right? The main ques- difficult or impossible, and definitely
more costly, to remove the dyes and
tion is, why aren't we?
inks contained in most colored paper.
For most of our lifetimes, we have
Trinity also tries to purchase rebeen made increasingly aware of the
cycled goods as often as possible, even
limited amount of natural resources on
if it is a bit more expensive. The Direcour planet. Our behavior, in general, is
tor of Central Services, K.J. Park, says
reflective of this. For example, we now
thathe sees the value of creating market
drive more fuel efficient cars than our
for recycled goods, and that is why he
parents did at our age.
looks to purchase recycled goods. In
We are aware ol the fact that we
addition, Park fought to be able to deshould recycle, and most of us know
posit recyclables at the Recycling Centhe reasons why. In addition, public
ter without having to pay a fee. Prespolicy has also been reflective of this
ently, only residential areas can deposit
realization. Public transportation proat the Recycling Center withoutpaying
grams have been expanded. Commua fee. Park stated that since Trinity was
ni ty-based recycling progra ms are now
a residential campus, it should be perquite widespread. Recycling has inmitted to deposit its recyclables in the
creased tremendously from a decade
same
way that any locality can. Now,
ago. But, there is so much more that we
we can.
could be doing.
In addition to all the other reasons
Trinity has been recyclingior sevfor recycling, there is, potentially, an
eral years now, At first, there was a
economic one. Through recycling, Trinfocus on bulky items only, but as time
ity can potentially save money. The
progressed, attention has focused elsefees to dump in the landfill increase as
where as well. In accordance with state
the size of the deposit increases. The
statutes, Trinity now makes an effort to
present rate to dump in the landfill is
recycle cardboard, newspaper, office
$50/ton. Therefore, by recycling, we
paper, car batteries, motor oil, bottles
reduce the size of landfill deposits, and
and cans. Additionally, Trinity comconsequently, reduce landfill costs.
posts much of the organic matter that is
Since the cost of depositing our
collected around campus. For example,
recyclables is minimal, it appears to
nil of the leaves that Buildings and
make sense to recycle as much as we
Ground collected during the autumn
possibly can.
season were composted. Trinity's
composting pile is located behind the
Unfortunately, we are not. Trinity
football field and has been maintained
still focuses a majority of their efforts on
for several years.
"big users," or sources that produce a
BY KEIKO MILLER '96
Features Writer

NOVEMBER 7,1958
Homecoming Weekend kicked off with the dedication of the Downes
Memorial Clock Tower early Saturday morning. The clock tower was a
gift of the Late Louis W. Downes of Providence. Mr. Downes was a
graduate of Trinity from the class of 1888. He was an engineer and was
granted patents to several devices throughout the course of his life. He
was a trustee of Trinity, and died in 1953.
NOVEMBER 20,1962
The Tripod reported that the Swarthmore chapter of Kappa Sigma
fraternity was suspended from its national. A local spokesman for the
national organization told reporters at Swarthmore that "the suspension is believed to be the result of the chapter's moves to solicit support
from brother chapters to remove the gentlemen's agreement barring
non-whites from the national fraternity." Another national officer
told a reporter that having "Jewish members are frowned upon," and
"any chapter which bid a non-white would be expelled." The
Swarthmore chapter had three Jewish members and no non-white
brothers.
NOVEMBER 14,1972
The Tripod reported that although the student body had gone co-ed
in the Fall of 1969, the faculty had not kept up with the pace. The 14
women professors made up only 10% of the entire faculty body.
NOVEMBER 19,1991
In light of the battle to keep fraternities and sororities alive, several
independent students formed a group called, Trinity Independentsfor the
Greek System. The group was complied by a core of ten members, the
majority of whom were women. The group, entirely comprised of
independents, argued that fraternities and sororites are an intregal and
positive part of the Trinity community, and that students should have
the right to choose to belong to the different organizations that they want
to, including the single-sex social organizations.
COMPILED BY WHITNEY POMEROY

such as the mail room, the dining facilities, and offices. Most attempts to implement recycling programs in the dormitories have been relatively unsuccessful. According to Park, when recycling
receptacles have been placed in the
dorms, they are most often stolen, destroyed, or contaminated. Every year,
recycling bins for newspapers, office
paper, and bottles & cans are placed
throughout the dorms. In some of the
older dorms such as Jarvis and Cook, it
is quite difficult to place recycling bins
in easily accessible areas because of fire
codes and the narrow hallways.
However, even in the dorms where
it has been possible to place the bins,
these recycling efforts are often unsuccessful. Many of the bins are vandalized and destroyed within the first weekend of their placement in the dorms.
Many of the bins are removed from
common areas such as hallways and
moved into dorm rooms for furniture or
trash cans. Ifabin survives vandals and
thieves, it is most often used improperly. With the exception of bottles and
cans, the receptacles designated for a
particular type of recyclable material

>
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continuedfrom page 14

are often contaminated. For instance,
trash is thrown into the receptacle designated for paper only. If a bag a paper
is found to contain any trash, the whole
bag is thrown away rather thanrecy ded.
Damaged or missing bins are replaced,
but at a cost to the residents in the form
of "dorm damage."
So, what can we do? Well, even
though there may notbe enough receptacles in your dorm, find them. And
most importantly, use them properly.
Throw only paper into the paper
receptacle...no beer cans! Thebeercans
(and Snapple cans, glass bottles, and
water bottles) go in the bottles and cans
receptacle. If your dorm islucky enough
to still have its newspaper receptacle,
then place only newspapers in it. Doit
yourself. Encourage your roommates
to do it too. Encourage your floormates to do it, and point it out to them
when they don't. It really isn't that
difficult to walk the extra 20 feet to
throw away your paper in the proper
receptacle, is it? And then you can rest
easier knowing that you did what you
could, and what you should, to make
the world a little bit better.

The

I tried to defend myself only to
discoverfchatmytongue wascompleteiy
numb and the sounds released have
become incoherent -mumbles. He
ctiucktedafidl obediently followedhim
upstairs.
•.
The smell of strong turpentine embraced me.into the empty studio. The
smell was so intoxicating that I immebeeame dizzy — the effect simi-

moment, 1 dosed my eyes and tried to.
envision myself together with, him in
my self-imagined window portrait.
Sadly, 1 do not fit in the picture. Honestly speaking, I don't want to be
trapped in the same painting with this
man who will always take me for
granted. I knew this would be the last
night that I wGuld ever come to visit
him, 1 buried my head on his right
qulrier,reinemberingWs scentalong

$ath the ja2z music playing for a phantern crowd that existed in the form of
tinfirdshed painted figures standing
with dignity on each separate canvas
scattered randomly around the room.
He nonchalantly strolls to the usual
corner where he pain ts right; next to die
window and faced me with a mischievous, grin. His eyes are red from.the^
i
we

by curling his arms around me — only
because we are alone. There we were,
fossilized within this bubble that will
yoort become only airy murmurs of the
past
I finally left my Pygmalion. Every
so often I would pass by the studio and
glance up at the finished portrait of his
light blue house. But I still cannot see
' the interior of his house, the windows
of his soul. Finally, I wish him good
luck in finding his Galatea^ fhe stuff of
his dreams) obsession and fascination.

them; j walked lip close and sat right
j 3 . him .ori a opposite stool. For. a

Reasons Trinity Would Be Cooler
If The Brady Bunch went here:
10. Joe Namath to coach football team.
9. Marcia! Marcia! Marcla!
8. Alice would make our lunch everyday so we
wouldn't have to eat in Mather.
7. Who needs campus safety when you have
Bobby Brady, hall monitor extraordinaire?
6. Mike Brady would give Austin Arts Center
a thumbs-up.
5.Jan could keep the Tri-Delts in line.
4. Johnny Bravo to perform at Spring Weekend
3. potato sack races during Freshman Orienta

tion.
2. The Quad would be made out of astroturf.
1. We could all go to Hawaii for Spring Break!

CAMPUS NOTICE:
...contra
ular opinion,
'•-y-w,'

Princi
1
Ipaghetti
t is HOW]
ji

81 Pope Park Highway
Hartford, CT
860-951-1315

PUB Ni
at the

Every Wednesday

otha

• Free Buffalo Wings
«P1nt Specials All Night
• $3.00 Cover
•Variety Of Micro Brews
Live Music By

For:
•

/

*

—Also DJ Mike Kiraly,
Purveyor Of Fine Alternative Sounds
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ART
Through Dec. 1st
The Wadsworth Athenaeum is displaying Shaker:
The Art of Craftsmanship with furniture and decorative
arts from America's Shaker community. For more
information call 278-2670.

All Apologies***
Around Trinity (and by extension The Tripod)
would like to extend its formal apologies to the
following (in no particular order):
• All of those crutial names which we have spelled
wrong at one time or another
• Mephistopheles, for suggesting that He somehow was involved in Gerety's sudden decision
to become president of Arriherst
• Any misquoted statistic regarding academic
probation, given a ±40% margin
• The Student Government Association, for ever
suggesting that they don't actually do anything
» Our faithful audience for reading our reports of
SGA not doing anything
• The Trinity Bantam logo for over-use in these
pages for no added wages (all rumors of Tripod
intervention in collective bargaining attempts
are vicious lies!)
1
The folks at (Snapple) Snapple Beverage Corp.,
made from the best stuff on earth
Professor Clyde McKee, when in the November
26,1985 issue we placed his head on the body of
the Playboy cover girl
Any high schooler we may have harassed at
Bow]-A-Rama
We are very very sorry for the Quad of the Week
Those who objected to the "Giant Wooden Penis" features story
Any fraternity or sorority who has not yet fallen
prey to our jokes
Anyone who may have been misled by a title,
which we have actually used as a subtle maneuver to attract you to an article which was in
The Other Side for stealing their brick
Our readership when we published an "Along
the Lower Long Walk"
Immanuel Kant, and any hack-job of his Metaphysics of Morals we may have done
• The Registrar's Office of Records and Institutional Research for suggesting that they might
have less than accommodating hours
The Fantasy Guild for lack of coverage of their
engaging sporting events
• Anyone who's heard our rendition of "Dream
Weaver"
• TC AC, for doub ting their selection of such greats
as Gilbert Gottfried and Barry Williams
• Any squirrels which last week's editorial cartoon may have inadvertently offended
• Those who we'vebored to tears with our top ten
lists, particularly our top twenty lists
• Those who think that more than five QP's from
the same source in any given day is not unreasonable
• Harry Dobelle, for discriminating against eight
year-old drivers '•
'
•.
• Anyone who was not quoted in this week's
coverage of the SG A meeting
• The admissions office for our ever doub ting that
there was something wrong
• All avid fans of the Metro-Hartford, World &
Nation or Dialogue sections
• People who have "context of quoted out been"
by The Tripod_
• The weather gods, who we have clearly upset,
else we wouldn't have this miserable weather
• WRTC for suggesting that no one on this campus listens, to them
.
• Anyone who thought that they were actually
beingpromotedtovice-presidentasreportedin
Around Trinity, despite a general trend in the
College for such promotions
The Student Sovereign Affairs Council, whose
revolution we inadvertently undermined by
pointing out fundamental contradictions
ConnPIRG, for suggesting thatblatant abuse of
photocopying privileges is in any manner inconsistent with their 'environmentally conscious' image
1
Our professors, whose classes we sleep through
on Tuesday mornings because we're up allnight
putting this together
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Through Dec. 22nd
Presence, a multimedia exhibition featuring various artist, is on display at the Real Art Ways in Hartford . The exhibit features illuminating physical echoes
of human presence. For more information call 2321006.

Through Dec. 22nd
Charles A. Platt excelled as a painter, etcher,
landscape designer and architect for five decades. The
William Benton Museum of Art at University of Connecticut exhibits Shaping an American Landscape: the Art
1
and Architecture of Charles A. Platt. For more information call 4864520,

Through Dec. 24th
Farmington Valley Arts Center is exhibiting The
Art ofGiving/Tlte Giving of Art. For more information
call 678-1867.

Through Dec. 31st
The Promenade Gallery at the Bushnell is displaying Bob Chaplin and Jean Pichey's recent work.
For more information call Mary Kramer at 987-6000.

Through Nov. 19th
The Secret Garden, a story of 10-year old orphan
girl and her search for friendship, is playing at the
Wallace Steven Theater, ITT in Hartford. For more
information call 528-2143.

Nov. 28th and 29th

8:00 p.m.

Michael Lankester conducts Glazunov's romantic Violin Canerto, performed by the 17-year-old Leila
Josefowic2 atThe Bushnell. Theprogram also includes
Debussy's La Mer and composition of Sir Michael
Tippett. Admission: $14-41. For more information call
(203)246-6807.

Saturday, Dec. 2nd

1:00 p.m.

The Nields are playing inNorthwest Park, Windsor
on Dec. 2nd and Hartford First Night on Dec. 31st. Call
(203) 628-5597 for tickets and more information.

Saturday, Dec. 2nd

8:00 p.m.

Hartford Symphony Orchestra and The Hartford
Chorale present Handel's Messiah at The Bushnell.
Admission: $14-41. For more information call (203)2466807.

Through Dec. 16th
Hartford Stage is performing I Ain't Yo' Uncle: The
New Jack Revisionist UncleTom'sCabin. This production
retells Stoew's novel from a '90's Afrocentric perspective.

Widener Gallery
Thursday Nov. 2nd - Sunday Dec. 10th
Trinity College's Department of Fine Arts presents Visiting Professor in Studio Arts Nathan Margalit's Fragments in
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. They feature paintings and works on paper.

Trinity College Chapel
Trinity's Concert Choir, with full orchestra performs Ralph Vaughan William's masterpiece cantata, Dona Nobis
Pacem. The composition was written in 1936 mostly to anti-war poems by Walt Whitman as a cautionary to the military
buildup in Europe. General $8/ Discount $5.

Goodwin Theater
Mon, Nov. 20th
.' .
8:00 p.m.
,
The Department of Modern Languages and the Center Artists Series presents an one-woman show by ReineMarguerite Bayle. She captures the essence of Paris - the only city in the world where our dreams are never disappointed
by reality.

CINESTUDIO
The Brothers McMullen

Wed - Sat 7:30 p.m.

(1995) Written and directed by Edward Burns. Music by Seamus Egan. Cast: Mike McGlone, Edward Burns, Jack
Mulcahy, Maxine Bahns. Anew independent film (with a minusculebudget) about three Irish-American Brothers in Long
Island easily sidesteps the stereotypes that plague so many Hollywood films when they wander into ethnicity. First-time
writer/director Burn's humorous family drama opens as the brothers attend their father's funeral, only to be told by their
mother that she's leaving for Ireland and the man she's always loved. Thrown into a quandary by the gap between their
upbringing and the realities of adult life, each of the three brothers candidly re-examines the relationships with the women
in their lives. Winner, Grand Jury Prize, Sundance Film Festival. 98 min.

Mute Witness

Fri, Sat 9:40 p.m.

(1995) Written and directed by Anthony Waller. Cast: Mary Sudina, Fay Ripley, Evan Richards, Oleg Janknowskij.
First-time writer/director Waiter's thriller makes fine use of the perils of life in Russia, where trouble comes more from
ruthless gangsters than any Communist hardliners. One night, a mute special-effect artist (Sudina) filming in Russia, gets
locked into the cavernous studio and sees crew members committing an extremely nasty crime. Once they realize that she's
a witness, her life is under constant threat, culminating in a fantastic cat-and-mouse pursuit in the film studio where props
and special effects provide a wealth of ingenious surprises. Low on budget but height on imagination and a feel for what
makes an audience scream, Mute Witness has earned its many comparisons to the films of Alfred Hitchcock. 98 min.

MyFairLady

Sat2:00p.m.

(1964) Director: George Cukor. Based on the musical by Lerner and Loewe and the stage play Pygmalion by George
Bernard Shaw. Cast: Audrey Hepburn, Rex Harrison, The American Movie Channel and TCI Cable present a screening
of the 8 Academy Award winning My Fair Lady in a special free showing at Cinestudio. The gorgeous 70 mm, Technicolor
print brings out all of the magic of Audrey Hepburn, in her delightful role as London flower seller tutored by Professor
Higgins (Rex Harrison) to pass for an aristocrat. The exceptional score by Lerner and Loewe (Get Me to the Church on Time,
The Rain in Spain) represents the heights of the Hollywood musical. Enjoy the uplifting film-going experience of My Fair
Lady at the home of world cinema in Hartford. 170 min.
;

Unzipped

Sun 2:30; Sun - Tue 7:30 p.m.

(1995) Director: Douglas Keeve. With Issac Mizrahi, Linda Evangelista, Cindy Crawford, Sandra Bernhardt, Naomi
Campbell and other. A fabulous insiders' take on the world of height fashion and the high-energy of Issac Mizrahi in
particular. Beginning as the designer is suffering from lukewarm reviews, it shows him hunting down the influences
behind his triumphant '94 comeback— Nanook of the North and Mary Tyler Moore, just for a start. Campy, wired and
wonderful, Mizrahi is an emblematic New York artist, surrounded by supermodels, his Mom and Sandra Bernhardt. The
excellent mix of intimate black and white photography and gleaming color is the work of Ellen Kraus, talented
cinematograph of Swoon and upcoming Who Shot Andy Warhol 82 min.
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LECTURES

ALT, BEV.

Tuesday, Nov. 14th

7:00 p.m.

Stephen Streeter of the University of Connecticut
will give a lecture on U.S. Foreign Policy, the Alliancefor
Progress and Guatemala in Faculty Club.

Wednesday, Nov. 15th

4:30 p.m.

The Phi Kappa Educational Foundation, PanAfrican Alliance and Tri-Delta sorority will sponsor
The Three Greatest Surprises in My First Year as Governor
with Governor John Rowland. The lecture will be held
in Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.

Wednesday, Nov. 15th

4:30 p.m.

Professor Heinrich von Staden will give a lecture
on Shame and Responsibility: Ethics and Aesthetics in the
Hippocratic Writings in McCook Library 201. This
lecture is sponsored by the Philosophy Department
and the Classics Department.

Wednesday, Nov. 15th

7:30 p.m.

Latin American/Spanish Studies Film Series in
Boyer Auditorium, Life Science.

Thursday, Nov. 16 th

12:15 p.m.

The Ann Plato Fellow in English Ms. Fahamisha
Brown will be discussing Re/lections on the Beijing/NGO
Forum '95: Implications for Organizing. This Lunch
Series talk will be held on in the Women's Center,
Mather.

Monday, Nov. 27th

4:15 p.m.

The Shelby Cullom Davis Endowment and the
Public Policy Studies Program will sponsor a lecture
titled The Political Economy of Corruption in Italy &
Lessons for Latin America in Seabury 9-17.

Tuesday, Nov. 14th

Resume and Cover Letters

6:00 p.m.

The Career Counseling Center is offering workshops on Writing a Resume and Cover Letter on Wednesday, Nov. 15th at 4:30 p.m. in Terrace Room C. The
CCO is also holding a Recruiting Previeiv session on
Tuesday, Nov. 28th in the Alumni Lounge at 4:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 15th

Starter Seminar for Sophomores

all day

A two part seminar sponsored by the Career
Counseling Office will be held on Nov. 13th and 16th
in Seabury 45. Class size limited to 15. Must register
before Nov. 1st. For more information call x2080.

FRESHMEN CLASS ELECTIONS
in Mather Hall.

Thursday, Nov. 16th
11:00 p.m.

Exam for French Majors
The French language proficiency exam will be
given on Thursday, November 16, starting at 4:15 p.m.,
Seabury 16. All French majors. Plan A or B, must take
this exam. This requirement is waived for students
earning the grade of B or better in French 241.

THE ffSHER KING in the Cave.
Robin Williams plays a homeless
man in search of the Holy Grail in
Central Park.

Friday, Nov. 17th
7:30 p.m.

A WAY OUT OF NO WAY at the
Wadsworth Atheneum. A powerful drama performed in sign language. Tickets $10 with Trinity
ID in SLRC.

8:00 p.m.

A PERFECT GANESHA at the
TheaterWorks. Two women tour
India with the Indian god
Ganesha. TheaterWorks Tickets
$3 in SLRC.

10:00 p.m.

80'S PARTY in the Washington
Room. Listen to your favorite
songs of the 80's while watching
Big Screen Videos! Tickets available in SLRC.

10:00 p.m.

THEBLACKOUTSEMIFORMAL
in the Cave. One of the Falls biggest hits! Tickets are $5 in ad-

Senior Portraits
A photographer will be on campus Tuesday,
November 14 through Friday, November 17 to photograph Seniors for The Ivy yearbook. If you do not get
your picture take during these dates, there is a good
chance you picture will not appear in the 1996 yearbook. Call Thelvy editors for more information: Heather
x2934orSonjax3246.

Insect Exhibit
Through Dec. 31 the Science Center of Connecticut is exhibiting Insect Zoo -Arachnids Too! The collection range from giant hissing cockroaches to the amazing New Guinea walking sticks. For more information
call (203)231-2824.

m
Send Your Announcement to
The Tripod — Box 702582.

HUNGER BANQUET — GLOBAL DINNERsponsored by Community Outreach in the Washington Room. For more information
call Tara Gill X2383.

Saturday, Nov. 18th
8:00 a.m.

Qrdrop them off at the
A-tmouuceineni Sid'vrissu>v folder
under Tripod in Docea^

SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS in the
Ferris Athletic Center. You can be
or volunlcer to htAp*

r details!
10:00 p.m.

WINTER FORMAL FESTIVAL
LIGHTS in the Washington Room,
Mather Hall sponsored by The
Columns. Ticket $20/cbuple on
sale this week in Mather.

Sunday, Nov. 19th
8:00 a.m.

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 p.m.
For more information call 232-2820

SPECIAL OLYMPICS VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS in the
Ferris Athletic Center.

Chapel Happenings

To Die For (R) 7:15
Devil in a Blue Dress 9:35
Too Wong Foo (PG-13) 7:00, 9:25

Tuesday, Nov. 14th
S h o w c a s e C i n e m a * - 3250 Berlin Turnpike, Newington
Price: $3.50 before 6:00 p.m.; $5.50 all other shows
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Nov. 14-Thursday, Nov. 16
Strang Days (R) 7:00 9:35
To Die For (R) 7:10,9:20
Devil in a Blue Dress (R) 9:15
The Big Green (PG) 7:20

Choral Evensong

12:00 p.m.
5:30 p.jn.

Roman Catholic Mass.
Crypt Chapel
Carillon Guild
Daniel Kehoe,
College Carillonneur

Sunday, Nov. 19th
1:00 p.m.

S h o w c a s e C i n e m a * - 936 Silver Lane, East Hartford
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 p.m.; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Nov. 14-Thursday, Nov. 16
Dead Presidents (R) 11:05,1:30,4:15,7:10,9:35
How to Make an American Quilt (PG-13) 11:15,1:40,4:25, 7:20,9:40
Fair Game (R) 12:05,2:25,5:00,7:00,9:20
Now and Then (PG-13) 11:30,1:50,4:10,7:30,9:45
Copycat (R) 11:10,1:45,4:30,7:00,9:30
Vampire in Brooklyn (R) 11:35,1:55,4:20,7:25, 9:40
Ace Ventura #2 (PG-13) 11:1012:30,1:20,2:40,3:30,4:50,5:30,7:10,7:45,9:25,10:00
Get Shorty (R) 12:10,2:30,4:45,7:35,10:10
Three Wishes (PG) 11:40,2:00,4:20
Assassins (R) 9:50
Never Talk to Strangers (R) 7:45
Gold Diggers (PG) 11:00,1:05,3:15,5:20, 7:30,9:45
Home for Holidays (PG-13) 11:25, 2:05, 4:50, 7:40, 9:55
Powder (PG-13) 11:45,2:15,4:45, 7:05,9:30
Seven (R) 1:05, 3:45,4:35,7:15,10:00

5:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 15th

5:00 p.m.

Holy Eucharist
The Rev. William Starr, Chaplain
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel
Fr. Raymond Smialowski

***FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahams, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For more info call 301-306-1207.
,

.

For Showcase Cinema in Burlington, East Hartford, East Windsor and Newington Student Voucher Tickets are
available in Student Activities Office for $3. All times subj ect to change. Please call the theater to confirm the movie
time before attending. Call the theater for more information.

SPRING BREAK — Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers
Parties and More! Organize a small group and earn a
FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
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Trinity Is Right Choice For Bantam Guard McKelvin
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor

Senior Troy McKelvin's three years
as a Trinity basketball player have been
filled withmemorableachievements. The
6'3" point guard was in the top five nationally in assists last year and directed
the Bantams to the NCAA Division El

nMYMKHEEVM
Final Four. He has already scored over
1,000 points in his career with a full season remaining.
But despite his achievements, there
was a time not too long ago when .
McKelvin, a three-sport star at New
London (CT) High School, wondered if
Trinity was the right place for him.
"I was reluctant to come here at
first," said McKelvin, who was recruited
by suchschools as Northeastern and Perm
for football/as well as Hartford and
Fairfield for basketball. "I didn't know
much about Trinity, and I didn't want to
play Division III."

But Bantam head coach Stan
Ogrodnik was the first coach to come to
watch McKelvin play basketball during
his senior year. McKelvin had already
decided to concentrate solely on basketball in college, and was impressed when
Ogrodnik came to watch a pre-season
scrimmage. McKelvin, an all-state split
end, had just played a football state championship game the day before, so
Ogrodnik was not even sure if he would
be playing in the scrimmage.
McKelvin's basketball coach at
NLHS, RalphRoggero, was high on Trinity, and thought it would be the perfect
place for his star point guard. Eventually, McKelvin took the advice Roggero
and Ogrodnik and settled on Trinity.
"[Roggero] knew the reputation of
the school, and liked what he heard from
Coach Ogrodnik," said McKelvin. "The
idea that I could play right away and
have an impact was important to me, as
well as the academics. But it wasn't until
after my sophomore year that I felt like I
had made the right decision."
Indeed, McKelvin's freshman campaign left him unsure of his choice. He
became a starter right away, but as a
shooting guard, not a point guard. He
also found basketball at Trinity far different than in his high school, and he
wasn't impressed.
"I had never been on a losing team
before [the Bantams were 9-12 in 199293] and I didn't feel like the guys I Was
playing with were as serious about basketball as I was," he said. "There was no
reason why we couldn'tbe serious about
the game and serious about winning."
The turning point for McKelvin, who
had played on five state championship
teams in high school, including two in
basketball, came when he returned to
campus for his sophomore year. The

American Studies major became convinced he could handle the academic
rigors of Trinity, and decidednot to transfer because he now valued a Trinity degree.
That was also the year that shooting
guard Keith Wolff '96 transferred to Trinity from Williams College. Like
McKelvin, Wolff was just a sophomore,
and almost immediately, McKelvin's attitude toward Bantam basketball
changed. "The first time I saw Keith
shoot, I just said, 'Yes!'" he recalled. "I
saw someone who was as serious about
the game as I was."
The presence of Wolff allowed
McKeLvin to rtiQve back to point guard.

season, Trinity was selected to its first
NCAA Tournament. The team proceeded to win four consecutive tournament games before an enthusiatic home
crowd to earn the trip to Buffalo.
"Last year was incredible," he said.
"We were very unselfish, and we reached
our potential. The team the year before
probably had more talent, but last year
we had better chemistry. Everyone
played his role."
For McKelvin, one NCAA game
takes center stage in his mind. In the
third round, the Bantams beat Franklin
& Marshall, the number-one team in the
nation, to advance into the NCAA Final
Eight. But his best memory of that game
occurred before either team stepped on
the court.
"We were sitting in [a conference
room in Ferris Athletic Center] during
the Wilkes-Williams game and we could
hear the entire student body chanting,
"Let's Go Bantams!' That game ended
any regrets I may have had about not
going Division I."
However, success is nothing new to
McKelvin. The Most Valuable Player in
the football state championship team his
senior year in high school, he played in
seven state title games in his twelve seasons in football, basketball, and as a firstbaseman and right fielder in baseball.
"I thank God for havingbeenblessed
with the talent and the teammates to
reach the top of every phase of athletics
I've been in," he said.
McKelvin knows he is fortunate to
be where he is today. And he tries to be
a positive influence on others from his
neighborhood; This past summer, he
worked at the Waterford Country Day
School in New London. The day school
is a youth detention and placement center for juvenile offenders. He served as a
child care worker for the teenagers, who

McKelvin could play his natural posi tion
and Wolff, more of a pure shooter, could
benefit from McKelvin's passes.
"At that point, I decided to be the
best player I could be at the level I was
at," said McKelvin. "I play against Division I guys in the summer, I know I can
play with them. But a lot of them never
reach an NCAA tournament and would
love to be where we were last year."
Where McKelvin and his Bantam
teammates were last year was at Buffalo
State College, the site of the NCAA Division HI Final Four. After a 20-3 regular

the experience was rewarding and directed him toward a career choice.
"I could relate to the kids and their
problems and they could relate to me,"
he said. "It reaffirmed my desire to be a
teacher in public schools."
McKelvin also plans to remain involved in basketball after graduation.
Ideally, he would like to coach and be an
elementary or high school teacher. He
states his coaching dream in characteristically confident fashion.
"Someday,I'mgoingto coacha team
in the Final Four."

Troy McKelvin '96 shoots a
running jumper in traffic.
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219 New Britain Ave
Hartford, Ct. 06106
(203)547-0263

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU
From all of us at Trinity Package:
Good luck on your scholastic year.
Large Variety of Imported Beers
Wines & Liquors
Check out our photo contest
We accept the following Credit Cards:

Respect property, respect others, respect
yourself. .
DRINK RESPONSIBLY

Grapplers Seek Winning Season
BY JON DUG AN
Contributing Writer

Vas tobe among New England's best this
year and to lead a very young team." The
team's other seriipr, Jason Teebagy, will
With the first snowfall, many sports look to rebound from a broken leg that
fans on campus will to him their atten- kept him out of action last season. He
tion to basketball—arid rightly so. Given; will be competing with Jay BangasWW:
the excitement that surrounded last year's for 177 lb, spot. Bangash finished in the
successful season,,it is understandable top three in every tournamenthe wrestled
that fans would flock to Ray Oosting in last season.
Gymnasium-.
' ' •
. ' - :'•
Ray Jones '97, coming off a stellar
football season, willlook to recapture the.
tremendous success he enjoyed as a freshman, when he was a New England champion. Jones, who is coming off a shoulder injury which sidelined him last season, will be moving up a weight class to
However, there is another group of 1671b. Said Jones, "I am back to normal
athletes thathavebeenpreparing with as and I am looking forward to our first
much zeal as their hard-court counter- winning season ever."
parts. And they also compete in Ray
Also at the 1671b weight class is Luke
Oosting,
McCarthy '97 and highly-touted freshThe wrestling team, under the di- man Tim Barrett. Mark Seely '98 will
rection of Coach Sebastian Amato,,is look- compete at 1421bs and is coming off a
ing for its first winning season in team stellar freshman campaign.
history. Bui the Bantams will be without
Despite this team's youth, much is
three-time all-American, Tucker expected for the Bantams this season.
MacLean, who graduated last year.
With theadditionofeightfrebhman, comFor the 1995^96 season, the Bantams petition should be strong at each of the
will be captained by Vassily Eliopoulos. weight classes. The Bantams, however,
Last season, Eliopoulos (158 lb.) was only have two home meets—Feb. lstand
awarded the Greatest Contribution 1 Oth. Keep these dates in mind, because
Award for his dedication and leadership these hard working athletes deserve all
to the team. Said coach Amato, "I expect the credit and support they can get.

1995-96 Season
Preview
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Basketball Squads Attempt To Duplicate Dream Seasons
Filling Toolan's Shoes Won't B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B J H McKelvin And Wolff Return
From Final Four Men's Team
Be Easy For Pine's Women
BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sports Editor

As the women's basketball team
enters the 1995-96 season, it is faced with
two challenges. The Bantams must cope
with the expectations of being the 25th
ranked team in the nation. And they
must do so without first-team all-American B.J. Toolan.
A year ago, the Bantams experienced
unprecedented success as they reached
the second round of the NCAA tournament before being eliminated by
Wheaton. The team finished with a 20-3
record and set a school mark by winning
their first 14 games in a row. With four
starters from that team returning this
year, many feel that the Bantams can
duplicate their achievements of a year
ago. The Women's Division III Newsletter has Trinity ranked 25th in its preseason poll.
However, Trinity's success in 199596 will be determined by how well the
Bantams compensate for the loss of
Toolan. Last season, Toolan led the Bantams with 21.8 points, 6.8 rebounds and
3.8 steals per game. She shot 40.1% from
the three-point line and hit many gamewinning shots. For her superb season
she was named EC AC Player-of-the-Year
and Kodak Division HI First Team ailAmerican.
"The biggest thing we have to do is
to establish our own identity," said head
coach Maureen Pine. "Last year, we
were centered around B.J., but now we
have to get past her. We need contributions from everyone."
" vTfte "Bantams' top returning player
is point guard Kara Ryczek '96. Ryczek,
a team co-captain with Sue Lally '96,
er game last season
and set a schooTreco?'
a season. She is the team's floor leader
and most reliable ball-handler. Lally, the
team's power forward, stepped up her
play towards the end of the season and
established herself as a starter. In the
NCAA tournament, she hit a key free
throw in the fourth quarter to seal
Trinity's win over Southern Maine University. Then in the NCAA second round
game against Wheaton, she scored a career-high 19 points.
Also at forward is Susan Dinklage
'97. After a fine freshman campaign,
Dinklage averaged 9.6 points per game
last season. She is ap solid ballhandler,

good rebounder and an explosive scorer,
as shown by her single-game high of 26
points last year. Because of her size
(5'1Q") and variety of skills, Dinklage
will be a key player for the Bantams as
they replace Toolan.
To offset the loss of Toolan's scoring
ability, Trinity is looking to improve its
low-post game. Important to this strategy are sophomore forwards Sarah Martin and Carolyn Canty. As freshmen last
year, Martin and Canty formed a productive duo in combining for 14.4 points
and 12.1 rebounds per game.
Other key returning players are
guards Katherine Anderson '97, Colleen
McGlynn and Amy Rourke '98. Both
Anderson and McGlynn are reliable ball
handlers and tough defenders, while
Rourke has a nice shooting touch.
While Pine will rely on these returning players, she is not set on her starting
lineup. She sees herself eventually establishing a multiple player rotation.
"We won't have a set group of players because we will change our lineup
based on who we are playing. We will
have a lot of role playing on this team,"
said Pine.
This versatility should translate into
playing time for the team's talented freshman class. With the shooting guard position unset, Laurel Earls '99 and Kate
Leonard '99 are both vying for the starting spot. Both players are scorers who
can shoot from three-point range. Another top freshman, Lisa Welker '99 has
good size (61") and nice post-moves.
These three players, along with Kelly
Flaman '99 and Bryna McConarty '99,
are all contending for spots in Pine's
rotation
^,»^,..-^-.^
„*.
"This is the first time that I have so,
many questions entering a season. I'm
.ire; who is going lo play each position or "wKat style of play will fit this
team. I'm tryingto find players who play
well together," said Pine.
While the Bantams have postseason
aspirations, the road to the NCAA tournament was made more difficult this
past offseason. The NCAA has awarded
automatic bids to the champions of several New England conferences. Because
the NESCAC is not truly a conference, it
did not received one of these automatic
bids. Thus the Bantams will have to play
even better this year to secure one of the
few NCAA bids available to at-large
teams.
.

BY BRENDAN FALVEY
Contributing Writer

At this time last year, Trinity College had justanother basketball program.
The start of the 1994-95 season was met
with little excitement and the team had
modest expectations.
Well, times have changed, *
After a 20-3 regular season and a
memorable run to the NCAA Division III
Final Four, the Trinity College men's
basketball program has reached national
prominence. For the 1995-96 season, the
Bantams are ranked seventh in the nation and the team returns two preseason
all-Americans. Needless to say, the team
now generates excitement.
"This is a great position to be in,"
said co-captain Keith Wolff '96. "The
support we got from fans at the end of
last year was great, and I hope it's there
again this year. However, we recognize
that as much as we feed off their enthusiasm, they also feed off our success. It's
up to us to do the things we need to do to
win. If we do, I know the fan support will
be there."
The Bantams are led by Wolff and
co-captain Troy McKelvin '96. The pair
combined for over 41 points per game in
a season which saw Wolff set the single
season scoring record (605 points). With
1168 points in three seasons, McKelvin is
within reach of the career mark (1816 set
by Ken Abere '86). McKelvin also averaged 7.9 assists, which ranked him fifth
in the nation. This season, the guards
have been recognized as preseason ailAmericans.
"Everyone knows what they have
done. j5ut_tWs year, they have jjdd.ed
team at maybe the highest leveJ ever.
They are the foundation of the whole
thing," said head coach Stan Ogrodnik.
Also returning at guard are Mark
Lotty '96, Chris Calio '96 and Craig
Moody '98. Last season, Lotty and Calio
provided quality minutes off the bench
in spelling Wolff and McKelvin. As a
freshman, Moody averaged 5.7 points
per game and shot 42.1% from three-

MCAT

1994-95 Leadere

Women
Name
Toolan
Ryczek
Dinklage
Canty
Martin
Lally
Sarmuk

Pts
21.8
9.6
9.6
7.8
6.6
6.2
5.5

Name
Wolff
McKelvm
Aiken
Kiiueler
Reh
Gallagher
Moody

Pts
20.9
20.5
12.2
10.0
6.7
5.7
4.9

Reb Ast
4.4 2.2
3.7 7.9
9.3
1.7
5.9
1.3
6.1 1.3
5.0 0.4
.1.8 0.9

Pirovano Places Third In Equestrian Competitibn
because she has always pursued her education alongwithher riding career. While
Olivia Pirovano '99, of Cross River, a student at Greenwich Academy, she
New York, placed third out of 213 entries commuted three hours to train with her
at the ASPCA Maclay Finals of the Na- coach Bill Cooney. Over the last two
tional Horse Show at the Meadowlands years, Pirovano has won ribbons at some
in East Rutherford, New Jersey, two Sat- of the largest shows in the country. Most
urdays ago. The Maclay Finals features recently, she won the Northeast Maclay
riders who are under 18 years old and the Regionals in Port Jarvis, NY during SepNational Horse Show is the most presti- tember and she placed third in the Congious equestrian event of the year. necticut Horse Association Finals in
Pirovano's fine finish brought a success- Fairfield. A year ago she won the Pennsylvania National Horse Show in Harrisful career as a junior rider to a close.
burg.
Pirovano's achievement is notable
StaffReport

. .

KAPLAN

Men
Reb ,Ast
6.2 > 2.4
2.3 '6.1
4.8 . 1.8
6.7 0.7
5.4 04
5.2
1.5{

point range.
While the backcourt is strong, the
frontcourt is a question mark. Tri-captains Da ne Aiken, Pa t Kinzeler and Chris
Reh have graduated, and 67" forward
Brendan Gallahger did not return to
school. These losses leave Jason Webster
'98 as the Bantams' only returning big
man. Last season Webster averaged
only 3.2 points a game, but played quality minutes off the bench.
To shore up the frontcourt, the Bantams will rely on a very deep freshman
class. Kevin Bednar 6'6" and Chris
Devanney 6'6" are athletic players who
are vying for starting positions. Rashard
Sharpe 6'9" is a big body who should
also see some time. John Mulfinger 6'4"
and J.B. Brokaw 6'6" are fine shooters
with three-point range. Point guard
Marcus Riley, Brian Germanowski 6'8"
and Jason Levine 6'6" are also in the mix
for playing time.
"This is the largest group of freshman we have had in a while. They have
great potential, but there success is a
question of them doing the things we
expect," said Ogrodnik.
This year's squad does not feel pressured by the success of ayear ago. Rather
they are driven. They recognize the
added expectations and pressure which
accompanies success. "Every game is
going to be tough to prepare for because
every team will be gunning for us," said
Wolff. The sweet taste of last season
inspires them to get back again this year.
"The final four is an ultimate goal for
every team in the country at this point in
the season," said McKelvin. "A realistic
goal for this team is to reach the NC AAs
again and_to take itjrom. theie. We've
been there before and tha t's a big advantage."
The Bantam's, who have a 19-game
home winning streak, open their season
thisSaturdayat7:30p.m.againstStevens
Tech. For this relatively young team, it
will be its first test. "We are a young
team, but the best thing about this team
is the potential that we have. If we can
close thatpotential gap, we will be a very
good team," said Ogrodnik.
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Field Hockey Proves 1994 Season Was An Aberration
BYADAMKURKJIAN
Sports Writer
One year ago, the women's
field hockey team endured it
first losing season in 19 years.
At the end of the season,' the

Marcia Grey, she organized a
summer trip to Bermuda to play
field hockey and, more importantly, bring the team together.
Based on the Bantams' ECACqualifying season in 1995, the
trip was a success.

1995SeaSor1
players were left searching for
answers. Although the Bantams
had reached the NCAA Final
Four in 1993 and s tarted the 1994
season with a winning record,
they finished a disappointing 68record..With legendary coach •
Robin Sheppard set to leave for
sabbatical the coming year, it
seemed like the end of an era.
"That season was the absolute worst/' saidco-captainMali
Barkman'96. "For a school that
is as good as we usually are at
field hockey, that's rock-bottom."
For the 1994 campaign, all
returning players and interim
head coach Tanya Meek set out
to rejuvenate the program. To
get the team back on track, Meek
united the team around the goal
of winning. With the help of
assistants Chantal LaCroix and

WALDMAN"We got real close on that
trip; it helped make us a real
tight-knit team," said co-captain
Heather Morgan '96. "We
worked so hard there; you
would think it was just fun in
the sun, but we got a lot of work
done."
After the team's 2-1 start to
the season, with its only loss
against a Division II team, the
players were optimistic about
their upcoming games. Despite
the positive start, Meek remained cautious.
"We started well the year

before, too," said Meek. "Anything could have happened at
that point, so we didn't want to
get too full of ourselves."
The ensuing game at Bates
proved to be a turning point for
the team. The Bantams beat the
previously undefeated Bobcats
in overtime, 3-2. Then the Bantams defeated another top-level
opponent, Amherst College, in
a thrilling sudden-death victory,
highlighted by a three goal performance by Ashley Knowles.
Meek credits the seniors for providing leadership and confidence for the other players in
the two emotional wins.
"The upperclassmen and
the captains especially, really
made a point to help motivate
the girls into playing their hardest," marveled Meek. "It was
truly inspirational to see."
Unfortunately, the effect of
two straight overtime games
took a physical toll on the players. Despite playing an excellent game against Williams, who
had not been scored upon yet,
they lost in another overtime
game, 2-1.
"That was such an exhausting stretch, both physically and
emotionally,"
said
Jory
Waldman '97.
Over its final eight games,

the Bantams played inconsistently, compiling a 4-3 record
with one game canceled due to
inclement weather. Of its three
losses over the stretch, two came
at the hands of poor teams,
Colby and Middlebury.

NORLAND
When they lost
to
Middlebury in their last game
of the regular season, the Bantams fell in the Northeast ratings. However, they did earn a
bid to the ECAC tournament,
drawing a tough first-round
game at Plymouth St. in the first
round. Early in the game, the
Bantams took control on a goal
byAlexaRaether'96. However,
they ultimately lostby a score of
2-1. While the loss to Plymouth
put a sour note on the season,
the team found solace in its winning record.

"I'm very satisfied with
how thisyearwent," proclaimed
Meek. " We are winners again.
Hopefully, now we can start
another twenty year streak of
winning seasons."
Next year, the team will
miss the exuberance and outstanding play of B arkman, Morgan, Raether, and Vivian Chong
'96. But the squad returns its
top three scorers in Waldman (5
goals, 5 assists), Knowles (6
goals), and Anna Norland '98 (5
goals and 2 assists).
Goaltender Kirsten Skedd
'98, who had a 1.02 goals-against
average and a .904 save percentage in her first varsity season,
also returns. The rhidfield-will
also remain strong with Katie
Altshul '97, Vanessa Ruff '99,
Whitney Scarlett '99, and
Barkley Kinkead '99. The defense loses three starters/but
will count on standout Jenny
Dakin '97, who will serve as team
co-captain w i t h Kearney
Harrington '97.
Sheppard will return to the
helm next fall. Meckis unsure if
she will return as an assistant
coach with the Bantams.
With Sheppard back and a
strong nucleus, next year promises to be another winning season for the Bantams.

Trinity Swimmers Set Experienced Ice Hockey Squad
To Take Next Step
Focused On ECAC Playoffs

BY ADAM KURKJIAN
Sports Writer

The swimming- 'team is
looking forward to a promising
seasonin 1995-96 after last year's
impressive debut of coach Amy
Williams. With plenty Qf individual scorers coming back,both
the men's and women's teams
should do very well.

the team will miss the contributions of Sarah Stuckey '95,
Cheryl Buchanan '95 and Beth
•Downe*
^
^
ated, the team is expecting big
things from senior captain
Caitlin Corbiere, Last year,
Corbiere placed well in last
year's New England championships in the 1650 freestyle and
200 butterfly. Last year's fresh-

1995-96 Season
Preview
Williams herself was an AllAmerican swimmer at Kenyon
College, collecting six Division
III records on the way. She expects the same discipline and man phenom Alison McBride is
hard work thatmade her a cham- also back with her College
record in the 1650, along with
pion out of her swimmers.
"I give special emphasis to team bests in the 200 and 500
hard training and conditioning freestyle.
With the long distance
during practices," said Williams.
"Swimming is a sport that re- events secure, the sprints will
wards those who are in the best also be strong with three scorers
in the 50, juniors Lisa Giarratano,
shape."
The men's side will be led Alyson Guild, and Molly
by captain Thomas Appleton Medzelewski. Giarratano and
'96, a New England scorer last Guild are also scorers in the 100.
year in the 800 freestyle relay The only conceivable weak spot
and the 400 individual medley. on the team is the individual
Scott Heidorn, a three-event medley events, in which Trinity
College record-holder, will also had no scorers last year. Howcontribute to the distance events ever, Corbiere, Giarratano,
;
and the 400 individual medley. Guild, and Ann Taylor 98
should
compete
for
spots
in
The sprinters will be led by
junior Tave Fitzpatrick, who was those events.
also a New England scorer last
With so many starters reseason. The middle distance turning, the women should reevents are more up for grabs, peattheir unprecedented showbut junior Dan McFarland and ing in the New Englands last
freshman Steve Langley have year, and could possibly imshown potential in that category. prove upon it.
Senior Eric Graham and junior
Both the men and the
Tom Murray s trengthen the Ban- women are optimistic about
tam dorsal events.
their chances this season. Their
. -The women's swimming ultimate goal is to crackthe top
team returns six individual scor- ten in the New England chamers from a squad coming off its pionships. The first meet is this
best showing in the N e w Saturday against UMassEnglands since 1986. Although Dartmouth at home.

BY PETER GUINEY
With a talented group of
players returning for the 199596 season, the men's hockey
team is looking to reach the
ECAC playoffs. Last season,
the Bantams finished with a

1995-96 Season
Preview
14-8-2recordmtheECACEast,
aleague whichincorporates all
non-division I hockey programs in New England. This
year, the Bantams will be led
by a strong nucleus of juniors
and sophomores and a seasoned senior class.
"The team's main goal this
year is to make the playoffs.
We will need to work hard every night in order to compete,"
said co-captain Bill Hogan.
The Bantams will feature
junior forwards Craig Muse
and Terry Long. With the loss
of leading scorer Todd Carroll
'95, Muse and Long will be
depended on to put the puck
in the net. Last year Muse was
the second leading scorer with
19 goals and 13 assists, while
Long chipped in with 13 goals
and 13 assists. Hogan (4 goals,
3 assists), Casey Kutner '96 (1
goal, 5 assists) and Neil Yonker
'97 (5 assists) round out the
veteran forwards.
There is a very talented
group of younger forwards,
who will be counted on to make
steady contributions. Sophomore Joe Roberto, who finished
his rookie season last year with
8 goals and 9 assists, will play
a significant role this year.
Sophomores Mike Burns, Tim

Rath, and Sean Spencer are all
solid players who gainqd.e^perience last year. Two freshman,
Kirk Chisolm a n d Danny
Sullivan, are also expected to
step in and play. Chisolm, at 62 205 pounds, is a strong forward who has a good mix of
both size and speed.
The defense will be lead by
co-captain and four-year
letterwinner Gary Duncan.
Duncan and senior Matt Clark

The team feels that it is on
the verge of roovasgiiimto the.
upper echelon oi the very competitive ECAC East. But to be
successful, the Bantams must
play with more consistency
throughout this season. Last
year, the squad had a strong
start, which included an overtime victory over eventual
NCAA Division III champion
Middlebury. However, the
team sputtered during the
middle of the season as it lost
several winnable games.
"We were so close to making the playoffs last year. We
now know what we have to do
to make the next step" says
Muse.
The Bantams have the ability to play with most teams in
their division. But they must
play solidly, game in and game
out.

will lead a strong supporting
cast of defensemen. Junior
Brady Jensen, who will return
in the Spring after a semester
abroad, will contribute depth to
the Bantam blueline. Sophomores Mike Schulz and Jason
Bridge proved that they can play
last season and will be an integral part of the defense in 199596.
With the graduation of
Mike Esposito '95, the
goaltending position is open.
Two returning letterwinners,
senior Jason Pinto and junior
Hale Everets are looking to be
the backstop for the Bantams.
Last season, Pinto had a 6-1
record with a 4.62 goals against
average, while Everets had a 21 record witha4.08G.A.A. Also
challenging for the starring nod
is talented freshman Jeff Blair,
In a recent preseason scrimmage, Blair played with poise
and confidence.
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1995 Schedule
11/17
@ Babson
7:00
11/18
@ UMass/Boston 3:00
11/21
FAIRFIELD
7:30
11/25-26 Spurrier Tournament
12/1
ST.ANSELM
7:30
12/2
N.E. COLLEGE 5:00
12/8
WESLEYAN
7:30
1/12
@ Hamilton
7:00
1/13
@ Williams
7:30
1/19
OUConn
7:00
1/20
AIC
3:30
1/26
MIDDLEBURY 7:30
1/27
NORWICH
3:30
2/2
HOLY CROSS 7:15
2/3
CONN COLL
7:30
2/9
@N.AdmasSt. 7:30
2/10
©Amherst
7:00
2/16
COLBY
7:30
2/17
BOWDOIN
4:30
2/23
©Salem State
7:30
2/24
S. Maine
3:30
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Trinity 22, Wesleyan 0

THIS WEEKIN
BANTAM

0 0 0 0 - 0
0 6 0 1 6 - 22
TEAM STATISTICS
Wes
Tri
First Downs
14
14
Rushes-Yards
46-117 53-178
Passing
88
61
Punt Returns
2-13
H-3)
Kickoff Returns
543
0-0
Interceptions-Ret
1-0
2-14
Comp-Att-Int
9-25-2 2-7-1
Sacked-Yards Lost
2-12
0-0
Punts
6-174
5-180
Fumbles-Lost
1-0
1-1
Penalties-Yards
442
7-55
Time of Possession
29:53
30:07
SCORING SUMMARY
Second Quarter
T—Tom Kaija 4 run (kick blocked), 4:07.
Fourth Quarter
T-FGJim DeMarco 22, 2:07.
T—Joe Mullaney 6 run (pass failed), 8:53.
T-Brian Byrne 33 pass from Mullaney (DeMarco
kick), 12:50.
A-5.073.
INDIVIDIM
"RUSHING-Wesleyan, Tom Themistocles 23-86, John
Pascucci 11-13, Chris Rosaschi 5-10, Rob Stager 1-6,
Ayanda Clarke 1-1, Dave Cottrell 5-1. Trinity, Ray
Jones 26-122, Mullaney 9-26, Kaija 5-19, Mike Ranieri
6-18, Byrne 5-15, Adrian Softie l-(minus 11), Scott
Andrews l-(minus 11).
PASSING-Wesleyan, Rosaschi 9-25-2-88. Trinity,
Mullaney 2-7-1-61.
RECEIVING-Wesleyan, Mike Hakim 3-64, Dan
Fabrizio 2-33, Cottrell 2-3. Pascucci 2-(minus 12).
Trinity, Byrne 1-33, Kaija 1-28.
MISSED FIELD GOALS-Wesleyan, Stager 25, 40.
Wesleyan (3-5)
Trinity (6-2)

Friday, November 17th
Hockey @ Babson 7:00
Saturday, November 18th
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL v.
BABSON 2:00
: MEN'S BASKETBALL v. STEVENS
TECH 7:30
SWIMMING v. UMASSDARTMOUTH 1:00
I WOMEN'S SQUASH v. FRANKLIN
& MARSHALL 10:00
WOMEN'S SQUASH v. PENN 2:00
Hockey @ UMass-Boston 3:00
| Wrestling @ Springfield Invitational
9:00

Defense Gets f c m t i i
Player Cff Week Honor
Football defensive end ZEB
ANDREWS '96 was chosen
NESCAC Defensive player of the
week last week after Trinity's 33-10
[ victory. Andrews had eight tackles,
including three sacks, in leading the
Bantams to their fifth straight win.
Andrews joins teammates RYAN
HANKARD '96 (twice) and MIKE
POREMBA '97 in earning the honor
in 1995.

Wiiliams Streak Snapped
One week after Bates ended the longest
football losing streak in the NESCAC with
its 33-29 defeat of Bowdoin, the most
prolific winning stretch in the league came
to an end.
Williams, which had won 21 straight
games since its 21-7 loss to Trinity in 1993,
settled for a 0-0 tie with Amherst Saturday
in a game televised live by ESPN2. The
Ephs (7-0-1) still finished with the best
record in the NESCAC for the second
straight year.

1995 Final ffai sports Results
Football (5-2)
9/23
9/30
10/7
10/14
110/21

©Colby
WILLIAMS
HAMILTON
©Tufts
BOWDOIN

10/19 ECSU
10/21 BOWDOIN
10/25 WESLEYAN
10/28 © Middlebury

11-14 L
21-50 L
26-0 W
27-7 W
14-12 W

L
W
W
L

Women's Soccer (6-6-2)

- MMMmsfomy 19-j W
[11/4 © Amherst
33-10 W
11/11 WESLEYAN 22-0 W
9/13
9/16
9/23
9/27
9/30
10/3
10/7
110/11
10/14

1-2
3-2
1-0
1-4

ECSU
@ Amherst

9/14
9/16
9/20
9/23
9/27
9/30
10/5"
10/7
10/11
10/14
10/19
10/21
10/24
10/28

© Albertus Magnus
COASTGUARD
© Bates
CONN COLLEGE
WILLIAMS
@ Amherst
©M.I.T.
CLARK
©Tufts

® Bates

@ Nichols
WILLIAMS
SMITH
COLBY
©Clark
©Tufts
@Mt. Holyoke
BOWDOIN
WESLEYAN
©Middlebury

2-0 W
3-1 W
3-1 W
3-1 W
0-1 L
0-1 L
0-2 L

Field Hockey (8-5)
9/14
9/16
9/21
9/23
9/27
9/30
10/3
"tO/710/12
10/14
10/17
10/24
10/28
11/1

4-0 W
1-2 L
1-1 T
0-3 L

9/23
3-0 W 9/27
1-3 L 9/30
3-0 W 10/5
3-2 W 10/7
3-2 W 10/11
1-2 L 10/14
@ Conn College 1-0 W 10/17
10/20
r COLBY*
2-1 W
SMITH
ELMS
© Springfield
© Mt. Holyoke
@ Bates
AMHERST
WILLIAMS

©Tufts
©Wesleyan
KEENE STATE
©Middlebury
©PlymouthSt.

0-1 L
2-1 W
1-0 W
0-1 L
1-2 L

@ Brandeis
5-4 W
@UConn
8-1 W
2-7 L
WILLIAMS
HARTFORD 4-5 L
8-1 W
VASSAR
8-1 W
@ Wesleyan
4-5 L
©Tufts
8-0-1 W
SMITH
@ New England s 4 th'

Cross Country

9/9 Quinnipiac M 2/7, W 4/6
9/16 Amherst M 6/10, W 4/11
9/29 CT Inter. M 4/8, W 4/7
10/7 BANTAM M1/7, W1/9
10/14 AllentownMl3/33, ''
Women's Tennis (7-4)
W9/28
9/14 @Mt. Holyoke 9-0 W 10/28 NESCAC M11/11
W 23/24
9/16 AMHERST
0-9 L
9/20 © Conn College 9-0 W 11/4 WESLEYAN M-L,W-W
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You Are What You
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KATHRIN PttELAINJ '96
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Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*

A week after placing first
in a dual meet with
Wesleyan, Phelan finished
17th out of more than 200
hundred runners at the New
England Championships
this past weekend. For the
season, the team co-captain
was named all-NESCAC.
Congratulations Kathrin
on a fine season. Go and
enjoy your honor at our
sponsor's place of business!
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Defense Pitches Homecoming Shutout Over Cardinals
Wesleyan Downed 22-0; Bantams Defy Odds And Win Last Six
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Writer

They said it could not be
done.
Entering the 1995 season,
the Trinity College football team
was told it would win only four
games. Opposing coaches felt
that tine Bantams would suffer
througha rebuildingyear; a year
where Trinity would fall from
its winning ways. After Trinity
lost its first two games of the
season, it looked like the critics
were right; a winning season
seemed out of reach.
But following these earlyseason losses, the Bantams made
a pact with themselves. They
said they would turn things
around and win all of their remaining games. And. they did
just that. This past Saturday,
amidst a Homecoming celebration, the Bantams culminated the
1995 campaign with their sixth
consecutive win; a 22-0 defea t of
Wesleyan.
"We really matured as a
team throughout the season,"
said quarterback Joe Mullaney
'98. "Everyone took responsibility to make this season a successful oneior.us, and this game.
was the final obstacle to overcome."
The game started slow as
neither team could generate
much offense. Both teams

*
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that we played our game," said into the game as the NESCAC's
defensive end Zeb Andrews '96. second-ranked unit, played yet
Trinity did not score again another spectacular game. The
until the final quarter. Jim Bantams recorded their second
DeMarco '96 hit a 22-yard field shutout of the season. Over the
goal to increase Trinity's lead to last six games, the defense has
9-0. Then Mullaney scored from allowed only 36 points.
six yards out to give the Ban- Throughout the entire season
tams a 15-0 lead. The score came the defense has stepped up and
four plays after linebacker Ryan made the big plays. "Since the
Hankard '96 intercepted a Car- defense had more experience,
dinal pass. On the touchdown, we put more responsibility on
which set the school record for ourselves to lead the team," said
rushing touchdowns for a quar- defensive back Aric Alibrio '96.
terback in one season (seven),
In their final game, lineMullaney benefited from a fine backers Marc Pezzuto '96 and
block by fullback Mike Ranieri Hankard had stellar perfor'96.
mances as did senior linemen
Running back Brian Byrne Jon Golas '96, Jono Lenzner '96
'97 finished off the scoring when and Andrews (1 sack). Defenhe took a screen pass from sive back Craig Borsari '98 inMike Ranieri '96 is tackled by a Wesleyan player in
Mullaney
and sprinted 33 yards tercepted one pass.
Saturday's 22-0 Homecoming victory at Dan Jessee Field.
into the end zone. Byrne was
Since the beginning of the
traded two punts apiece and touchdown was set up a 28-yard sprung for the touchdown by a year, the 1995 Bantams have
could not sustain drives. completion from Mullaney to downfield block by right end been under pressure to match
With up against previous Trinity
Wesleyan had more success, Kaija and 15 yards in rushing by Matt DiFiore '96.
gaming 86 yards and holding Ray Jones'97. The score capped DeMarco's extra point, the score teams. Although many said this
team did not have enough talthe ball for close to 10 minutes. a 4:32 drive, where the Bantams was pushed to 22-0.
But they did not score.
Tailback Ray Jones '97 had ent, the Bantams proved that
called three timeouts. The score
"They weren't doing any- proved to be the winning mar- a quiet 122 yards on 26 carries. they are still a power in the
thing we haven't seen before," gin, but Wesleyan continued to This raised his season total to NESCAC. Their 6-2 record
said strong safety Bobby Ayer threaten, driving the ball into 907 yards, third best in Trinity earned them sole possession of
'97. "We knew if we kept them Trinity territory six times in the history. Mullaney finished the second place.
"This team was different
off theboard, the offense would half. Each time the Cardinals day with 26 yards on 9 carries,
pick things yp."
„
.., .„ ..were denie.dijy.Jhe BaatamsL. and. Byrne, had 15 yards on 5 than ia p r e y i p j ^ , x f | | J ^ ^
carries. The Bantams' rushing couldn't rely solely on talent.
Early in the second quarter tough defense.
running back Tom Kaija '98
"We really wanted to end attack found success behind se- This year's team had great chemopened the scoring for the Ban- the season on a good note. We nior linemen Tiger Reardon, Jon istry. It was our determination
that led us to have a great seatams when he found the end knew that we were a better team Dugan and Tim Hawke.
The defense, which came son", said Pezzuto.
zone from four yards out. The than Wes' and so we made sure

Phelan Places 17th In New England
BY JOSHUA H. WATSON
Sports Writer
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Phelan finished first among the
Trinity runners. She was followed by Liz Worthy '98 and
For senior Katherine Sonja Worthy who finished 49th
Phelan, the New England Cham- and 62nd, respectively. Jill
pionships marked her final race Romano '97 (67th, Yolanda
as a Trinity Bantam. And she Flamino '99 (83rd) and
made it a good one.
Merrideth Minerd '96 (115th)
A week after placing first in also placed for Trinity.
a victory over Wesleyan, Kathrin
finished 17th out of more than "We were excited to
two hundred runners in the New
England Championships held at do as well as we did.
Southern Maine University. We ran a good race
Phelan finished the 3.1 mile race
in 19 minutes 9 seconds and led and did well as a
her team to a 10th place finish.
team."
In the same meet, the men finished 18 th.
— Kathrin Phelan
"We were excited to do as
Of the twenty-eight teams
well as we did," said Phelan.
"We ran a good race and did who competed in the championships, the women placed
well as a team."
For Phelan, the key to the tenth. Lastyear, with all-Amerirace was her strong start. With can Sarah Stuckey '95 and allover two hundred runners com- New England Alexis Colby '95,
peting on a narrow course, it the team finished seventh at the
was essential to break out from meet. Despite the loss of these
the pack. "If you don't get out fine runners, the Bantams came
early in a race like this, you will together as a team this year. Said
get boxed in," she Phelan. To Phelan, "we were a close team
prepare for the race, the team and all got along well."
practiced quick starts this past
Next year, the women will
week. "We would work on start- be losing two runners, Phelan
ing fast, before settling into a and Minerd to graduation. But
more regular pace" said Sonja they will have a strong group of
Worthy '98.
runners returning next season,
Kathrin was able to get off including Liz and Sonja Worto a fast start and establish her thy, Romano, Mendall and
position at the front of the pack, Flamino.
where she remained for the rest
"The younger runners
of the race. Despite her fine should be able to build on the
race, she missed qualifying for experience that they gainedjhis
the Division III National Cham- year" said Phelan, who was conpionships by only ten seconds. fident that the team will be

strong again in 1996.
The men, who have been
hampered by injuries all year,
finished in 18th place. Rob
Johnson '97, Josh Olson '97, and
Charles Baker '97 all ran strong
races for the men finishing 55th,
66th and 90th, respectively.
Etienne Shanon '96 and Eric
Lavigne '98, who are two of the
stronger runners on the team,
once again did not race because
of injuries,
Among the teams thatTrinity placed ahead of was Connecticut College. Two weeks
prior to this race, Connecticut
soundly defeated Trinity on the
Camels'homecourseattheNew
England Small College Athletic
Conference Championships.
This week Trinity avenged the
loss.
"We were pleased to do as
well as we did," said co-captain
Baker, "and we were especially
happy about finishing ahead of
Connecticut College."
Shanon willbe theonly runner whom the Bantam men will
lose to graduation. The core of
the team will be back next year,
including co-captains Baker and
Rob Johnson '97, in addition to
several new recruits.
"Wearelookingforward to
getting a good recruiting class
and training in the summer for
next year," said Baker. "Next
year will be our year to break
the spell that Wesleyan has had
over us." Wesleyan's men have
beaten the Bantams for 57 consecutive years. The women upset Wesleyan this past year.

Hoops Teams Eye
Return To NCAAs

Chris Cnlio '% attempts a layup as Troj
McKehin '96 and Keith Wolf '96 look on.

MORGAN RISSEL
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